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ECONOMIC ALTEaINATIVES OF BEEF TERPiISES

ON OREON WHEAT FALLOW FIiS

Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

The Problem

Shaniko, a siiall town in southern Wasoo County, wa

one of the largest inland wool shippIng centers in the
United States at the turn of the century. Today a few

empty warehouses, a bar, and an amiable bartendor are all
that remain to remind one of those earlier years. Shifts
in population and subsequently in demand brought a marked

change in livestock production In eastern Oregon. The in-

crease in population induced an increase in demand for bee
all along the West Coast and was laroly responsible for
the increase In cattle production throughout eastern
Oregon and other sections of the West. Decline in the de-
mand for lamb followed closely the Increase in demand for
beef. Portland cattle slaughter prices which before World
Wan were below slaughter prices in the mid-western mar-
kets are now usually above

from teed lots as far east
coast markets. The impact

ditions on the cattle indu
interest to Oregon farmers

recent agricultural policy

prices In these markets. Cattle
as Colorado are moving into west

of those changing economic con-

try of Oregon is of growing
especially in the light of

programs and proposals.



Beef production in the Columbia Basin presents a

problem both as a "felt need" and a a "theoretical optimum.
The term "felt need" refers to
uncertainty facing individuals
Doubt and uncertainty exist in
farmers because of the current

because, due to wheat acreage

been "forced" to divert 3S% of
duction of barley, "forced" in

the doubt, con.tusion, or

or society (13, p 1L)

the minds of many wheat

"price-cost squeeze" and

ontrol, many farmers have

their cropland to the pro-
the sense that barley

2

offers the next best alternative to wheat (1, pp. 2
Any decline in current income will encourage farmers to-

ward an enterprise that will provide a more permanent year

around operation, will spread work more evenly throuout
the year, and will thus provide a more efficient use of
resources. A cattle enterprise should offer Just such an
opportunity. Today there is much talk of expanding feeder
operatone, and many farmers may soon be faced with deci-
sions about cattle in this area. Farmers will want to

know more about the various types of cattle operations,
about problems involving returns, risk, management, and
labor.

A "theoretical optimum" is defined by economic prin-

ciple (13, p. iS) and can be visualized bare in a geo-
graphic or regional framework. A brief look at the map
irid Ic at as that ranchers throu '. out the whe at are as of



Washington and Orogon are very favorably located for the

Portland, Seattle, and Spokane markets. Fanners in Urna-

tilla County arid in other sections of the Palouse wat
region have been able to take advantage of a ready supply
of by-product foods such as pea vine silage and foods from
the irrigated areas to teed out cattle to slau.ter weights.
But in the wheat areas to the west of Umatilla County
cattle are generally raised as feeders and not for
alauiter. Favorable market bc tion, the ready supply of
home grown teed, arid a nearby supply of feeders from the

range land to the south would load one to believe that
perhaps greater profits could be realized by many farmers

in the area through feeding out cattle to slauter weight.
Feeders now being raised in eastern Oregon are being
shipped into Washington, Idaho, Californj.a, Colorado and
the mid-west for fattening (2i, p. ) An increase in
feeding operations in the wheat-summer fallow area would

be complementary in providing a nearby outlet f or feeders
produced on the range.

Thus a "felt need" may exist among farmers searching
for greater resource efficiency and increased incomes. A

"theoretical optimum" can be achieved by integration of
production between feeder raising and fattening areas.



The Hypoth

is the purpose of this paper to examine the beef
cattle enterprise on farms in the iEieat-summer raUow area
bordered by Wasco County on the west and TJmatil].a County

on the east. Several representative cattle operations will
b studied in order to determine differences in returns,
and income variability. The hypothesis is that over
long run those farmers ll find more profit feedin,

cattle to slaughter woit rather than in selling feeder5.
Soojo-econoinjo factors have encouraged the existing

pattern of cow-calf and cow-yearling operations throughout

moat of the whoat-suiiier fallow farming area. Rancher ex-

perience has been along this line, Feeding requires a

higher degree of managerial ability, more capital, and more
labor. Risk and uncertainty is another important factor
affecting decisions in the selection of enterprise. One

cannot isolate risk and uncertainty from the alternatives
or measures to combat risk and uncertainty such as diversi-
fication and flexibility.

As a corollary to the above hypothesis, farmers, if
made aware of differences in profit and income variability
among cattle enterprises, would be in a bettor position to
make deciaj.ong. Increased profits should prove an incen-

tive for many farmers without a high degree of risk aversion



to expar feeding operations.
The alternate hypothesis is that feeder enterprises

are not more profitable in the long run than cow-ca]! and

cow-yearling operations on theat-fallow farms. There is
no way of showing that the degree of risk involved out-

weighs the difference in profit because there is no way of

measuring risk preference for the individual farmer. The

farmer can be shown a series of alternatives and make a

choice based upon his individual preference.

In order to test this hypothesis it was necessary to
develop a methodological approach or to establish a model
to measure differences in returns and variability in in-
comes. To compare returns it was decided to use budgets
and, to supplement this budgetary analysis with a relatively
new technique in production economics, linear programming.

Budgets were employed by establishing a model farm for the
study area. Data necessary for budgeting and programming

were gathered through a farm survey and through secondary
sources. Regardless of the measure of income variability
employed it would be necossary to gather historical price
data to obtain incomes over a number of years.

The following chapter describes the study area.
Chapter three deals in greater detail with the methodological
approaoh. In chapters four through six the analytical
tools are first discussed and the results obtained from



the use of them presented and analysed.

suxmar1zed in the final ohapt

6



Chapter II
THE STUDY AREA

The Land

The wheat-summer fallow area of eastern Oregon lies

in five counties bordering the Columbia River. The C

cads Mountains I'iSO to the west, the Blue Mountains to the

east, and to the south lies the Umatilla Range. The land

along the banks of the Columbia rises abruptly to an ele-
vation of SOO feet and then graially increases in alti.-
tude to as much as 2S00 feet in the foot hills along the
southern edge of the wheat farming area. This gently

rolling land is frequently interspersed with deep eanyo
such as those cut by the John Day and the Dohutea Rivers.

In this broken and hilly topography land is often too
steep to crop and can be utilized only for grazing.

A typical farm will have 900 to 1600 aores of crop

land and a varying amount of range or grazing land With

respect to the oropland, while farmers have a comparative
advantage for raising wheat, government control measures

have forced about 3S% of the land into the production of
barley. Studies are already underway to determine what

effect soil bank" measures will have on crop production.

Barley does not grow well in this region, but it is widely
accepted as the boat alternative to wheat (1, pp. 2-5 and

7



22, p 54). Soil, climate, and topography are, of course,
closely interrelated in their influence upon crop yields.
Theat yields fluctuate widely from 15 bushels per acre in
some areas and In somo years to 30 bushels per acre in

others. Br1ey yields follow the same pattern usually
varying from 20 to 35 bushels per acre. For most of the
region annual rainfall Is 10 to 15 inches. As one moves

from areas of low rainfall (10 inches or less) to areas of
higher rainfall (15 inches or more) the soil becomes lose
sandy, more com;act, shi11ower, and less permeable (239 p.

23). These latter soils not only receive more moisture,
but hold more moisture, and are thus better suited for
raising wheat. Driving south through Gilliam County one

can observe the sandy soil in the dry region aroimd
Arlington near the Columbia iver. Rex wheat is the comm

mon variety in this area. I'urther south near Condon

average annual rainfall increases, Golden (Forty Fold) is
the common variety of vht, and averaie yields increase.

t holds true for production of crops holds true
also for roduotion of range thou this is not as easily
measured. Most farmers maintain some cettle to utilize
this range. A recent survey of a representative group of
wheat farr.s In Sherman, Gilliam, and Morrow CountIes (2

p. 26) showed that on approximately one half of the farms
range land constituted 20% of the acreage or loss. On the



SCALE IN MILES
I

Figure 1. The study area, showing the location of the individual farms
visited and the wheat-fallow producing regions in the Columbia
Basin, Oregon, 1936. (23, p. )
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remaining one halt range land constituted 20% to 75% of
farm acreage. On an average one third of the farm was in
range. It is not unoonmion, however, to find farms where

50% or more of the land is suited only for azing.

According to survey data collected in 19t1.8 (23, P. 27), 28$
of all wheat farmers kept less than twenty head of cattle,
27% kept 20 to 1..9 head, 21$ kept 50 to 99 head, 9$ kept
100 head or more. With the 'torced" increase in barley
production since 1951 undoubtedly the trend has been toward

more cattle per ranch.

Cap it a

Only the catti sheep ranches of the Bouthwest and

the large cotton p1 ions of the Mississippi Delta can

compare with the wheat area of the Pacific Northwest in
amount of capital invested per farm. The average invest-

ment Is greater than 100,000. Land value is the major

item in this figure, There is a saying that there are
three ways to acquire a farm: through "matrimony", "patri-

mony", or "parsimony". High capital requirements have

practically eliminated this latter method of acquisition
in the wheat area of Oregon. As might be expected, a large

amount of the land is rented. Between 10,00O and 15,0O0

is normally invested in machinery. Again this is high

compared with other farmrg areas.



It is difficult to determine the capItal position or

degree of Indebtedness of Individual, farmers. very mdi-
cation at present is that as a whole they are in a rela-
tively favorable capital position. They appear to have
the capital resources necessary to expand their cattle
operations were this to prove profitable. Losses in cattle
in the past year, however, have tended to influence
loaning agencies. The grain surplu8 problem might affect

these agencies too, although the government has stood firm
on 42.00 wheat to date.

Labor

An average wheat farm with a section or two of crop
land generally employs two full time men (operator plus

hired man or operator plus member of fnIly) and some

seasonal labor. A good hired man ia not easily found and
not easily held. There is a period during the winter when
the work load drops off tremendously, and often repairing

machinery and equipment becomes the major task. Many

operators admit that they keep a small beef herd not to
make money but to give the hired man work the year' round.

A farmer may oven be willing to sustain some loss in re-
turns to th cattle In order to keep a good hired man.

Labor not only of the hired man but also of the
operator might be used to advantage with a cattle entex'prlee.
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ost cattle operations require the xiaximum rount of labor
during the winter. If a cow herd were raintained there
might be some small degree of competition for he labor
resource du.rin the fail end spring months, ut y and

large a cattle enterprise serves very nicely to distribute
labor requirements .ore evenly throujh the year,

Management

Since the nioneer days most farre managers in the

Columbia BasIn have been concent'atIng on raisth. whea

Historically wheat has been the principal crop, livestock
has been a secondarv enterprise. ven though wheat farmers

consider themselves "rancher&4, the cattlemen are generally
found to the south and east of the wheatf'ailov; area.
Uflcat farmers for the most tart have handled a cow-calf
enterprise, often holding the calves over until spring.
The principal feeds are hay, chaff, and pasture or range.
A sxll amount of labor is used and a small ciount of
management ability is required for an enterprise of this
nature,

However, there are farmers to be found scattered
throughout the area who take a considerable interest in
the cattle enterprise. Many of them in feeding out cattle

demonstrate a high level of managerial ability. The

cattle operations that have een selected for tud



represent two distinct levels in managerial requirements.
Only 25 of the farners interviewed ere handling enter
prises that required managerial capacity in the upper
bracket.

Students of farm mana;ement have been confronted

eternally with the difficulty of me.asurin- nanagerial
ability. One would like to know, what percentage of the

farmers could be expected to have the capacity to handle
successfully a given 1ternative1 For examle, what per-
centage of those farmers rtot now engaged in feeding out
cattle Could adopt a feeder cattle enterprise? There are

some farmers who are not caDable of feeding mare than

twelve pounds of grain daily to cattle; others are able to
feed over twenty pounds. The measurement of management ii

still a great challenge in production economics.

Common Practices

Cattle are maintained on the najority of ranches, and
all types of cattle oerations exist. There are so

ranchers that eil calves as weaners; others that have no
range, no ccv; herd, and force feed cattle with twen

1 Is Is not alone the problem of the agricultural
economist, however. Too often there '-!ss beer. a tendency
to divorce the question of what makes a good farm manager
from that of what makes a good business hnager.
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pounds or more of barley a day. There are all sorts of

combinations in between these two extremes. One or two bu

old cows arid feed them out; a few raise purebred stock.

two managers operate the farm in exactly the earns way.

However, for the purpose of this study, seven representative

cattle operatiOns were synthesized from the available data.

These operations, which vary from cow-calf with no feeding

to straight feeder enterprises, are discussed at greater

length in the next chapter.

Cow herds usually receive relatively little care and
attent ion. They are wintered for approximately one hundred

days often on chaff alone, though many ranchers prefer to
feed hay during calving. The calves are dropped from

January through March and the cows turned to range around

the first of April. As soon as the grain is harvested the
cows have access to stubble. They are generally free to

wander in the fallow tiolds throughout the season. Hanobers

employ a minimum of specialized cattle equipment especially

when calves are not fed out. Various methods are employed

for collecting chaff to be ted out during the winter'. Some

ranchers have hay baler's, but as often as not hay is out

with a binder and then chopped. In the feeder operations

such specialized cattle equipment as scales and harmer

nill are often found.

Grain hay is most coimnonly raised except in the



irrigated areas. The hay is cut in July before re.Uar

grain harvest. xecently many ranchers have intentionally

overp].anted their wheat allotment and cut grain hay to form
a right-of-way for combining equipment around the edges of
their fields. Hay and grain fed to cattle Is almost en-
tirely home grOwn. Barley is the common feed grain, al-

though many prefer a mixture of wheat, barley, and oats.

For those feeding heavily, oats often provide a more satis-
factory starting ration.

Cattle in the wheat-fallow region often suffer from
neglect and poor management. This is exelified by over-
grazed ranges, poor breeding progrenia, low calf crop per-

centages, and light weaning weights found on many ranches.

This is perhaps to be expected in an area concerned pri-

marily with raising a cash grain crop. The cattle opora
tion is serious business for some but often provides too

small a percentage of the total income to be of much con-
cern to others.



Chapter III
METHODOLOGY

Source of Data

Information used in this study came from both primary

and 8000ndary sources. Primary data was collected by means

of a farm survey conducted in the summer of 1956. A SUrVey

was made of fifty farmers in the five counties bordering
the Columbia River from Wasco County on the west to TJmatiUa

County on the east. The survey was designed to provide in-

formation concerning cattle operations in the area, the
practices that were being followed, the resources that were

in use, and the additional resources that might be
available.

In collecting data from farmers to use in determining
input-output ratios or production standards, the farms
should be so selected as to provide adequate inforriatioii on

all enterprises which are to be considered. This entails
securing information on the common practices and on those

that are less frequently found as well, for these latter
practices may yield a higher level of efficiency. In our

situation it was necessary to obtain adequate information

not only on the common place cow-calf and cow-yearling

operations, but also on the loss frequently found feeder
enterprises. Random sampling is of no value in this



situation, for with random sampling one runs the risk of
obtaining inadequate information on the newer and less
common practices. or this reason a purposive sampling
used.

it was necessary to employ the assistance of county
agents in selecting ranches to insure that a proper number
of feeder operations was included in the survey. All

ranches visited raised cattle. DetaIled information was

recorded on the cattle enterprises which included suoh data
as feeding programs, equipment used, dates of cattle pur
chases and sales, costs a1 returns. Information on the

grain operation was also obtained. This survey formed the

basic iide for establishing the seven cattle enterprises
for which budgets were used. A typical size of ranch, with
reference to labor and capital as well, as to land, was
developed from information gathered in the survey and from

prevIous studies of this area.2 This procedure is commonly

referred to as. the "synthetic method" of studying farm

organization and is one of the best methods devised f or use

in combination-of-enterprise research. The synthetic

method makes use of all available information that has any

17

2NaIrn (22) developed a typical wheat ranch for the
region. Wallace (28) set up a representative wheat-cattle
operation in Umatilla County. Information was also
available from Paon' s (23) work I or the Department of
Agriculture on conservation farming in the Pacific North-
west wheat area.
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bearing on the problem at hand. It is unavoidably forward
looking (2, p. 131).

Feed prices and indexes of prices paid were gathered
from publications of the Oregon Crop and Livestock Re-

porting ServIce in Portland (2S). Cattle prices were ob-
tained through the North Portland stockyard and throui
the "Livestock Marketing News," published weekly by the

United States Department of Agriculture. Yardage and com-

mission rates were also obtained at North Portland. The

Willamette Tariff Bureau provided the source of trucking
rates.

Feed rations were developed and rates of gain estab-
lished from the information collected directly from farmers
by the survey. These rations were submitted to county

agents, farmers, and members of the Animal Husbandry De-

partrnent for review and recommendations. Suggestions were

considered and rations altered in some instances. A com-

plete description of the rations appears in the Appendix.

Prices

Decisions regarding price arid production must be made

in formulatg budgets. Because prices fluctuate, con-

siderable uncertainty is naturally involved in the handling
of prices. But further difficulty is encountered when one
considers that the coat of production is not the same for
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two farmers. There is no "average cost of production".

In most studies, however, it is necessary to employ an
average cost of production in the absence of a more
suitable alternative. Because this study required ldgeting
over a nuribor of years it was not possible to use cost of
production. Some thought was given to developing a cost

of production t or the year l96 and carrying thts cost back
on an index of prices paid, but this was ruled out in favor

of the market prices for resources used in production.
Narket prices were used for home-grown feeds, This is
realistic in the sense that most ranchers are faced with
the a sine hay and grain rnarko t price Hone e the price

charged for feed becomes an opportunity cos

While it is important to estimate accurately the abso-
lute returns and costs for a single enterprise, we are more
concerned with the relationship of costs and returns between
enterprises. Any change in the price of feed will alter
tts inter-enterprise cost relationship. Por example,

over-estimation of the prXoe of barley would increase co

more in those operations feeding more heavily. In the

budgetary analysis care is taken to point out the difference
in cost relationships caused by using market price instead

of cost of production.
Cattle prIces wore difficult to obtain. The Portland

t carried weekly prices f or slaughter grades..



However, very few feeder cattle move throus the Portland

market. Until l92 no records were kept of feeder prices.
The lack of available data on feedor cattle made it
necessary to estimate Portland prices from Kansas city

feeder prices. A multiplier was computed by comparing

monthly Portland and Kansas City feeder prices for the
four years that were avilab].e, l952l9S6. The multiplier

was applied to the Kansas City prices for the other twenty
one years. Kansas City was chosen becanse Kansas City

prices correlated more closely with the Portland narket
than either Chicago or Omaha, the other two markets for

which prices were available. The weakness of such a syst
of price calculation is obvious. However, it is perhaps

reasonable to assume that the price and demand relatonsbip
that has existed between the Portland and Kansas City mar-

ket for the past Live years is more reliable for estimating
future price than the relationship for the entire twenty
five years. The demand for cattle in the two regions and
thus cattle price relationships have changed markedly in
twenty five years.

Coats were determined for the year 19SS for several
minor expenses such as depreciation and repairs and the

costs for previous years estimated by using an index of
prices paid. Price data for all inputs axi outputs has
been estimated as accurately as possible. It should be



understood, hoover, that irsuch of the available information
is incor4ple.

labor and Range Data

Labor is not charged n the budgets because the
opportunity cost for the use of labor elsewhere during the
winter months s considered to be zero. This means that

it was assunc-d farmers in this region usuelly have no
opportunity fo off fax eap.1oiieut durin,g the winter

months. This would not. apply to all individuals of course.
However, as labor does ;ecome a limiting resource, it ss

neoessarr to develop labor coefficients for linear pro-
graiiirig. Labor requirements were obtained from several

sources, but chiefly from United States Department of

Agriculture ub1ications, the most recent of these being,
"Labor Used for Livestock", by Reuben Recht published in

ay 19u5 (17, 18).
In order to determine the size of operation it was

necessary to etiniato the carrying capacity of the 1500
acres of available range. The opinions of county agents

and farmers vere considerd and a figure c approximately

twentT seven acres h:c' decided upon. Of course, range

carrying capacity varies widely throughout the region and.

from year to year.



Method of Analysis

Analysis of data is broken down into three sections
which comprise the following three chapters, Budgeting,

Linear Programming, and Income Variability. A. typical
ranch was first synthesized, ich consisted of two sec-
tions (1230 acres) of eropland and 1500 acres ci' rangeland.
From available primary and secondary data seven representa..

tive cattle operations were established. Thirty five per
cent of the cropland was in barley in line with current
practices and in all cases this home grown barley provided

sufficient feed for the cattle enterprise.
Noarly 20% of the operators interviewed sold their

calves as weaners at 300 to 500 pounds, grade "goode

(Enterprise &). The majority of ranch era, however, held

the calves through the winter, selling them in the early
spring at 500 to 700 pounds a medium to good feeders

(Enterprise B) or turning them out to pasture and selling
them off grass in mid-summer at 550 to 750 pounds (Enter-

prise a). There was a group of farmers who fed 10 to 114.

pounds of grain a day to calves, selling them in the spring
for feeders or for slaughter at 700 to 800 pounds, good to
choice (Enterprise D). A few bought calves and fed them

out in the same manner (Enterprise E). These two enter-

prises wore frequently combined whore ranchers supplemented



the home raised feeders with pu.rohased feeders. Other

operators carried calves through the winter and fed thorn
out the folloving fall on 1 to 20 pounds of grain per day,

soiling them in the winter as 900 to 1100 pound good to

choice slaughter animals (Enterprise F). Yearlings were

bought in the fall and fed out in the Same manner (Enter-
prise a). Combinations of the above were also used.

with these seven enterprises singled out, budgets for
the past twenty five years wore formulated (Chapter IV).

The twenty five year period was chosen to include a oomplete

cattle cycle and to include depression prices. The objec-.

tivo was to compare incomes among enterprises. Linear

prograxnriing was introduced to lend a depth and flexibility

to the income comparison not possible under simple budgetary
analysis (Chapter V). While in the budgets the past ten
and twenty five year periods were suimarized separately,

the coefficients from prograznxn..tng were derived from only

the past ten years. The demand and price situation in the

cattle industry of Oregon since the war may be more reliable
and useful in estimating the future trend. Finally, be-

cause farmers are interested in degree of uncertainty as
well as size of income, statistical analysis was used to

compare income variability for the cattle enterprises and
for the cattle combined with wheat (chapter VI).



Chapter IV

THE BUDGETS

The Budgeting Technique

The analysis of d a is handled in this chapter
through the process of budgeting. Budgeting is one of the
oldest, most useful, arid most widely employed techniques
in production economics, Formalized budgeting as we know

it today was first introduced, or evolved, in the early
part of this century, although farmers utilized the budgeting
process long before this. The purpose of the budget is to
aid in planning future farm operations. As a re8ult, bud-

gets are frequently used to compare alternatives, to corn-
pare expected production requirements, input and output dit

ferencos, and different farming methods. The budget as a

formalized plan, systematizes the thought or decision
making process which is the backbone of farm management.

Budgets can be very simple or very complex and thus

can be adapted to moot the needs of either the farmer or
the research worker. A farmer who makes a very hasty cal-

culation either in his head or on scratch paper is carrying
out a simplified form of partial budgeting. On the other

hand, a research worker may spend montha gathering data to

make a complete farm budget. Many farmers have neither the

time nor the training required to develop a complete farm



budget. However, the :ps'tial budget will prove an adequate
decision making guide in handling the majority of minor
farm problems.

Budgets consist primarily of input-output data or in-
formation of both physical and monetary requirements arid

returns. The budgeting process converges on two figures,

receipts and expenses, total receipts and expenses in the
case of complete budgeting, and additional receipts and ex-

penses in the case of partial budgeting. The time required

to formulate a budget restricts the individual, be he
farmer or research worker, in the number of alternatives
that be can select for consideration. For example, a corn

belt farmer would not compare the returns £rom all possible
rotations. Ho eliminates all but two or three rotations,
selecting these on the basis of practicality or desirability
in terms of his entire operation. In doing this he selects
a number of points on a production possibility curve or
surface.

An individual, even With only a minimum of experience

in budgeting, soon becomes keenly aware of the limitations
of the budget. Iudgets, because they produce results that
are cardinal and not ordinal in nature, appear to the
casual observer to be very objective, but are, in fact,
highly aubjective. Therefore, two research workers may

analyze a problem taking pains to be soiontificaUy
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objective, and reach a very different conclusion. This is
because individuals make different estimates about the
nature of things. Because budgets are so susceptIble to

biases of this sort, it would be expected that most re-
liable results would generally be presented by the worker
most familiar with the problem at hand. He is better
equipped to make meaningful estimates. In part, knowledge

"gaps" may be filled In by secondary sources. For example,

in studying livestock, information on feeding requirements

may be obtained from the Animal Husbandry Department. How-

ever, there Is no substitute for a first hand knowledge of
the study area.3

The budget must predict the future with available
historical data. Estimates are made of prices, production,

and resource requirements. Appropriate prices and quantities

are difficult to determine due to the uncertainty involved.

An illustration of this can be seen in the influence of
weather on the application of fertilizer to wheat. A

3This is an excellent argument for requiring research
workers new in the field to make a survey of the study area.
The knowledge of the agricultural economist is often too
broad, the knowledge of the individual farmer often too
narrow. A survey is frequently more valuable as a means of
familiarizing the worker with the practices and problems of
the study area than as a source of data. Too many times
information is collected and analyzed solely from secondary
sources. The worker is unfamiliar with the region he is
studying. Estimations and assumptions are often illogical,
and, as a consequence, results are of little meaning ox'
value. A good research worker should not be afraid to get
his feet muddy in acquiring a basic understanding of his
wont.
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change in the amount or the time of rainfall may completely
alter the production function or input-output relationship.
Further, price relationships that have held in the past may

not necessarily be valid for the future. Where assumptions

are incorrect, errors may be compounded. For example, if

both the price and yield of 'wheat were overestiriated, the
error would be multiplied in the gross returns.

The inputoutput relation for the conventional budget
is lLnear. All costs and returns can be allocated on a pox'

unit of output basis, such as coat per head or returns per
hundredweight. But obviously, as the size of enterprise
changes the cost pox' unit of output changes in many Cases,
and where this is true the input-output relationship is, in
actuality, not linear. Consequently, budgets are not well

adapted to handling problems in scale.
Synthesizing the farm business is dependent on input-i

output data for seiients of the production process. These

linear senente, illustrated by lines A, B, and C in Figure

2, are, in a snse, standards of performance because they

are over simplified views of production functions. These

simplified linear production functions intoreseot points

(a, b, and o) on the real production function in Figure 2.

Standards of perforiianoa are chosen to form a sonented

production function because, as one economist diccusairig

the New England dairy industry has stated, "adequate
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Figure 2. A production function intersected by tbree
production processes

physical production functions are not now available, nor
will they be available in the near future unless there
occurs a marked change in agricultural research." (12, p.
1060)

The budget does not take into consideration degrees

of managerial ability. As with the situation at hand, dil'-
ferent enterprises may require different levels of manage-
ment. The optimum solution obtained through budgeting may

be completely out of the range of ability of many farm
anagers. Perhaps results presented in budget form should

lay greater emphasis on the differences in management re-

quirements and on the ways or acquiring the needed ability.
Finally, the best alternative under the budget is the

28



one which gives the highest return, The goal of profit
maximization is being viewed critically by many agrioul-
tural economists. Firm and household are more closely

united in farming than in any other occupation. Values

other than profit maximization play a significant role in
family-firm decision making. However, selecting profit

maximization as the primary goal has considerable merit.

Using a goal other than profit, such as utility, would x's-
quire the development of irifferenoe curves that uld

differ for each individual farm. This task has been, to
date, insurmountable, Maximization of profit is often com-
plementary to many of the other goals that farmers seek,
household appliances fox' the wife, an education for the
son, more leisure time. Therefore, when a farmer is

actually performing a task or is "on the job" ho generally
ants to be efficient, to eait the highest returns for the

use of his time and labor. A. choice may arise on a given

day as to whether to farm or to go fishing. Orce the

decision is made to farm, it behooves the farmer to work
toward the goal of profit maximization in order that he may

afford more time for fishing in the future. It follows
that a farmer making the decision to raise cattle should be

concerned with the type of cattle operation that will bring
him the highest monetary return.
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The strength of the budget lies as much in the inter-
pretation of results as in the accuracy and reliability of
the information presented. The single-valued expectation

has limited application, and therefore the analysis and
interpretation of results should embody a certain amount

of flexibility. It should further be kept in mind that
budgets are used for comparative purposes. The relative

figures are more important than the absolute figures, for
we are concerned with selecting the best from a number of

alternattyss. In spite of its limitations, budgeting pro-
vides one of the beat guides to decision making.

ation of Budget

budgets are presented in a series of tables on the
following pages. Table 1 sets forth the basic resources
available and those required for production in each of the
seven enterprises. The source and method of selection of

this information has been discussed in the previous chap-
ters. Briefly, land consists of two sections of cropland
and 1500 acres of range with a carrying capacity of
approximately one animal unit for twenty-seven acres of

range. Rangeland in most of the cattle country is the

critical limiting resource that constricts the size of a
cow herd in much the same manner that labor requirements

frequently limit the size of a dairy herd. Labor consists



of the farm operator plus a hired man. The full time of
one man can be devoted to the cattle entorpz'iso during the
winter months. The capital listed is that for the cattle
enterprise alone, as the equipment expenses for crops is
embodied in the market price used for grain and hay.

Tables 2 and 3 present the budgets for the ten year
period, l91i.6-l96, and f or the twenty five year period,

1931-].9S6 re&peotively. The explanation ci' costs and re-
turns for the budgets is given in the footnotes following
Table 3. However, a word should be said about the use of

fixed and variable costs. To begin with, only variable

costs are important in decision making once the commitment

for fixed costs has been made (13, p. 330). In our situa-

tion it was necessary to adjudge which costs were fixed
once it was decided to raise cattle. But the problem does

not end here, for there are certain fixed costs associated
with a cow herd that are not associated with feeding, the
primary one being the charge for fencing. Likewise,

equipment is used in feeding that a cow-calf operator

would not need, a hammer mill, for example. Consequently,

the fixed costs will vary depending upon th. enterprise.
The enterprises combining cow herd with feeding will have

the highest fixed coats.
No fixed cost was charged for rent or taxes on range-

land. It was assumed, as Table 1 indicates, that, even
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j Based on a wheat allotment at b5 of cropland.
Numbers based on 27 acres per animal unit with $5,000 ivailible in 1956 to buy feeders for E and

/ The description of enterprises in the appendix shows how these figures were obtained.
1/ See 18, p. 3.2 and 17, p. 64.

Table 1. Resources and Production for Selected Beef Cattle Enterprises on Wheat-Fallow Farms in
the Columbia Basin, Oregon

item Unit
A B

Ehterprises
C D E F G

Land use
Acre 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500

Cropland 1/ Acre 1,280 1,280 1,280 1,280 1,280 1,280 1,280

Barley - Acre 224 224 224 224 224 224 224

Wheat Acre 416 416 416 416 416 416 416

Fallow Acre 640 640 640 640 640 640 640

Livestock (Jan. 1) 2/

No. 45 45 36 45 33beef cows -
Bells No. 2 2 2 2 2 -
Calves No. --- 32 25 32 - 23

Replacement yr].ings, calves No. 12 12 10 12 76 10 --
Yearlings No. -- -- -- 22 42

Inventory value (start of
feeding period) 1946-56 Do].. 8,005 11,296 9,187 11,296 6,754 11,443 6,494

1931-56 Do].. 4,808 5,500 5,541 5,500 4,121 6,873 3,931

Feed reqzirements
Ton 48 87 69 74 62 76 21- 1 ton per acre

(2O cartrover) Acre 48 - 87 69 74 62 76 2].

Bar].e - 3/4 ton per acre Ton 1.8' 6.6 5.1 31.6 70.7 26.5 39.7
Acre 3 9 7 42 94 34 53

Required croplani Acre 51 96 76 116 156 110 74
with 1 yr. fallow 102 192 152 232 312 220 148

Production
Ray - 1 ton per acre Ton 48 87 69 74 62 76 21

Barley - 3/4 ton per acre Ton 132 103 116 113 122 13-1 152

Wheat - 27 bu, per acre Ba. 11,232 11,232 11,232 11,232 11,232 11,232 11,232
Beef 3/ Lb. 19,600 24,400 22,500 30,480 58,140 28,050 44,550

Eqiipment - 1955-56 prices
Do].. 4,000 4,000 6,500 4,000 0 4,500 0l'encing $250 per mile

Barns and sheds Do].. 7,000 7,000 7,000 8,000 7,000 8,000 5,000
Gates, chutes, corrals and

feed bunkers Dol. 100 1,200 1,200 1,600 1,600 l600 1,000
Sprayer Do].. -_ -- - 225 225 225 225
Haer mill Do].. - 150 150 150 150
Squeeze c?nte Do].. - - - 225 225 225 225
Scales Do].. - -_ 600 - 600

Total - in 1955-56 prices Dol. 11,800 12,200 12,700 14,200 9,800 14,700 7,200
in 1946_56 pfiees Do].. 10,390 10,842 11,183 I,50k 8,629 12,944 6,340

- in 1931-56 prices Do1. 7,178 7,42]. 7,726 8,638 5,962 8,962 4,360

Total Capital - equipment and
I!estock

1946-56 Dcl. 18,395 22,038 20,370 23,800 15,383 24,387 12,834
1931-56 Do].. 11,986 12,921 13,267 14,138 10,083 15,815 8,291

Annual labor requirement / Hr. 789 1,034 1,175 1,333 1,322 1,254 643
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Table 2. Budgets for Selected Beef Cattle Enterprises on Wheat-Fallow Farms in the Cclumbta Basins
Oregon. 1946-1956

1/ Footnotes at the end of Table 3 explain the items.

Item 1/ Unit
A B

Enterprises
C D E F 0

Variable costs Dol.

cow-

calf
cow-

yearling
cow-long
yearling

cow-calf
feeder

calf
feeder

cow-

yearling
feeder

yearling
feeder

1. Feed for cows 901 901 72? 901 611 -
2. Initial cost of feeders - - - - 6754 - 6494
3. Feed cost for replacements 334 334 278 334 278 -
4. Feed cost for yearlings - 1086 849 - - 780 -
5. Feed cost for feeders - - - 2432 5770 1421 2842
6. Salt and veterinary 48 65 54 82 78 70 43
7. Yardage, comm, trucking 153 201 173 212 400 142 283
8. Death loss 89 89 89 89 173 147 148
9. Ta'es and interest cattle 534 637 566 649 182 632 172

10. mt. Depcn. Repairs on
equipment 246 281 326 405 317 448 88

U. Total variable cost

Fixed costs fbi.

2305 3594 3062 5105 13679 4529 10070

12. ICepreciation and
Repairs on equipment 792 792 792 845 546 845 546

Total costs

T5TTexpenses 3097 4386 3854 5950 14220 5374 10616

Returns Del.
.L4. Hzne use 177 237 277 378 378 293 293
15. Sold as feeders or

for slaughter 2598 3550 3188 5664 13972 5342 10683
16. Cows sold for slaughter 1101 1079 917 1098 - 917 -

17. Gross returns 3876 4866 4382 7140 14350 6552 10976

18. Net returns 799 480 528 1180 130 1178 360

19. Rectprocal returns 117 -182 -134 518 -532 516 -302

20. Returns/$i00 all costs 125 Ui 114 120 101 122 103

21. return on variable costs 68 35 43 40 5 45 9

Gross returns to resources Del.
'er i00 reea fed 314 210 236 195 115 212 117

23. Per 100 acres cropland 7600 5069 5765 6155 9202 5956 14832
24. Per 100 hours labor 491 471 373 535 1086 522 1707
25. Per $1000 capital in

livestock and equipment 373 290 345 571 1663 506 1731

Net returns to resources Del.
. Per lOfeed fed 63 21 28 32 02 38 13

27. Per 100 acres cropland 1527 500 695 1017 83 1071 486
28. Per 100 hours labor 99 46 45 89 09 94 56
29. Per $1000 labor in

livestock and equipment 75 45 47 94 15 91 57
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Table 3 Budgets for Selected Beef Cattle Enterprises on 'lheat-Fallow Fares in the Columbia Basin,
Oregon, 1931-1956

Variable costs Del.

cow-
calf

cow-

yearling
cow-long
yearling

cow-calf calf
feeder feeder

cow-
yearling
feeder

yearling
feeder

1. for cows 595 595 482 595 - 1405 -
2. Initial cost of feeders - - - - /4121 - 3931
3. Feed cost, replacements 223 223 186 223 - 1874. Feed cost, yearlings - 727 571 - 525 -
5. Feed cost, feeders - - - 1682 3990 982 1965
6. Salt and veterinary 38 51 42 64 59 514 33
7. Yardage, ccr. trucking 122 151 133 169 319 115 230
8. Death 1os 55 55 55 55 106 90 91
9. Taxes 310 372 332 380 106 369 9913. Interest, depreciation,

repairs on equipment 169 191 225 280 219 311 61
U. Total variable cost 1512 2365 2026 31448 8923 3038 6410

Fixed costs Del.
Titst, depreciation,

repairs on equipment 547 5147 5147 58/4 377 5814 377

Total costs

2059 2911 2573 24032 9297 3622 6787lTTexpenses

Returna

110 149 176 238 238 179 17914. Home use
15. Sold as feeders or for

slaughter 1585 2229 2020 3576 8822 3273 65146
16. Cows sold for slaughter 689 680 574 688 - 57L4

17. Gross returns 2384 3058 2770 14502 9060 14026 6725

18. Net returns 325 135 197 470 -237 /406 -62

19. Reciprocal returns 2/48 -39 20 293 -4114 229 -239

20. Returns/$l00 all costs 116 105 108 112 97 111 99

21. return on variable costs 58 29 37 - 31 2 33 5

Gross returns to resources Del.
Per lQ0 Ted fed 291 198 224 180 227 192 342

23. Per 100 acres cropland 4675 3185 3645 3881 5809 3660 9088
24. Per 100 hours labor 302 296 236 338 685 321 10/46
25. Per $1000 capital in

livestock and equIpment 332 412 359 521 1520 450 1557

Net returns to resources Del.
. Per 1feed fed /40 9 16 19 -6 19 -2

27. Par 1CC acres cropland 637 1244 259 2405 -152 369 -842. Per 100 hours labor 141 13 17 35 -18 32 10
29. Per $1000 labor in

livestock and equipment 45 19 25 54 -40 45 -14

Item Unit Enterprises
A B C D E F G



Footnotes - Tables 2 aM 3

Row:
/ Feed coat for hay and chaff for cows and bulls. The price of

hay is the average price for the six month period October through
March when hay is aotwlly fed. Oregon "all hey" price was used.
The value of chaff based on current prices for hay and chaff is
approxiate1y one sixth that of hay. Prices for barley and cottonseed
meal were deternined in the same manner as those for hay. Feed rations
are shown in the Appendix.
2/ Initial cost of feeders purchased at the market.

Feed cost for yearlings and two year old z'eplaoean
/ Feed cost for yearlings carried over to be fad out.
/ Feed cost for feeders.
/ Salt prices were taken from Oregon prices paid by farmers. Cows

were allowed two pounds of salt per month. Yearling sold in the early
spring were allowed .5 pounds per month.Yearlings held until July
were allowed .75 pounds per month. Replacements and yearlings held
through the year were allowed one pound per xaonth. Weaner feeders
held during th. winter were allowed .5 pounds per month. Long y.ar.
ling feeders were allowed one pound per month during the year.

Feeders were charged a veterinary expense of $1 per bead. AU
others except weaner calves sold in November ware charged fifty cents
per head.

/ Yardage, commission, and trucking fees are based on tariffs and
charges levied at the Portland Union Stockyards. Trucking charge is
based on the ICC rates between the tlles and Portland from 1950 to
1955 and carried back on an index of price8 paid during the years
before 1910.
!/ Death lose is 2% throughout. Death lose before weaning, is, of

course, normally higher than 2%. Allowance is made for this by a
weaning average of 86%, k% below the average calving rate of 9,
9/ Taxes on 1955 livestock are based on the inventory value of the

ca and on. ha]! of the animals carried over. Generally a large
percentage of animals carried through the winter do not appear on taz
records. Assessed value was taken at 3 of true value and a iuilage
rate of 50 was used. Taxes were progressively lowered until they
reached zero in 1945.Le6. While farmers were undoubtedly taxed before
this date, charges were deemed to be insignificant.

Interest on cattle was figured at 6% for the cow herd and 7% for
yearlings and feeder.. Value of yearlings and feeder, was taken at
the beginning of the feeding period.

/ Part of the interest, depreciation, and repairs on equipment was
liàrged as a variable cost though the majority of this expense was
classified as fixed. An interest rate of 5% aM depreciation rate of
25 years was used, this period being somewhat long for mar.y of the
items of equipment and somhat short for buildings. In addition to
this approximately $100 was allowed to buy materials for repairs in
1955. These coats were carried back through the twenty five years by
the use of a United States index of prices paid for buildings and
tencin material.



otes - Tables 2 and3 (Continued)

UI Total variable costs is a summation of Rows 1 through 10.
See footnote 2.0.

Total expenses is a summation of Rowe U and 22.
Two head of cattle were set aside for borne us.. The valu, of

Os. animals was included in gross returns.
All price. of an1m1 s sold for slaughter (cattle from Enterprises
F, and G) were based on Portland prices for good and choice

&ughter animals. Feeder prices were based on Portland prices for
the years 1951-52 to 1955-56. Calf prices wer, based on Portland
prices for the seasons 1952-53 to 1955-56. For the years prior to

195]. feeder and calf prices were determined by multiplying Kansas Ci'
price. by a constant factor. Weekly cattle quotations were used for
the actual date of sale shown under the description of cattle
enterprises in the Appendix.

f Cattle prices were based on an annual averag, of prices for cows
ii)4 in Portlard.

7/ Gross returns are calculated by adding Rows 1k, 15, and 16.
/ Row 18 minus Row 13 gives net returns.

Residual returns are computed by subtracting the average of the
seven net incomes found in Row 18 from each of the net returns
f4ures. This average is $662 for Table 2 and $177 for Table 3.

/ Returns per $100 all costs are obtained by dividix gross re-
Lirns, Row 17, by total expenses, Row 13.

Per cent return on investment is a return above variable costs
aid i. calculated by dividing the sum of net return, and fid costs,
R 18 and Row 13, by total variable costs, Row U.

Gross returns per $100 feed costs are obtained by dividing K
the sum of the numbers found in Row 1, 3, k, aM 5.

Required croplanci ii found in Tab].i 1.
Required labor is found in Table 1.
Tots]. capital in equipment aid livestock is found in Table 1.
Required feed grain is divided by net returns in Row 18.
See footnote 26.

?/ See footnote 26.
See footnote 26.

36
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without a cow herd, range would still be present but would
lie idle. This implies that, just as with winter labor,
there would be no alternative use for range.

By definition the distinction between fixed and
variable coats is precise. A variable cost changes with
output, a fixed cost does not. However, both fixed and

variable costs are usually associated with a given piece of
equipment. This means that costs for moat items of equip-

ment tncrease with en increase in size of operation, but
not proportionally. Hence, it is necessary to make a some-
what arbitrary split between fixed an variable costs with
respect to equipment investment, depreciation, and repairs.

Finally, allocation of equipment costs between enter-
prises presents a difficult probln. Fencing costs are an
excellent example. How much of the cost for fencing should

be charged to the wheat, how much to the cattle? This is
almost impossible to determine. Sixteen, and, in two in-
stances, eighteen miles of fencing were charged to the

cattle enterprise. This is below the estimate of fencing
requirements for the ranch, twenty to twenty-tour miles.
The additional fencing requirements were charged to the

wheat.



Ana1sis of Budgets

In an 8nalysis of budget riot retum is of araont
import. A comprison of the budgets of Table 2 (1946-1956
;ith those of Table 3 (1931-1956) indicates that the dif-
ference between the two tinia neriods Is largely one of
absolute rather than of relat.ive amounts. other words,

all nterprIses a:ov a. considerable dro in income when the

twenty five year period is coi:ared with the ten year
per'iod. This is expected, as income fIgures for an
entire business cycle (1931-1956) are heng compared with
an averge of incomes for a ost-war boom rerlod. Relative

changes or changes in the relation of income among enter-
prises do occur, hc:ever, rd t;hese can best observed.

by comparing the esidua1 income fiurcs in Toble 2 and
Thblc 3. The residual income is ca1cuL or the two

time periods b subtracting the sverae income of the seven
enterprises from the net income of each of the enterprises.
The average residual ineee f the sever. enterprises for
each of the time ':eriods then cones sero. The effect is
to remove the difference in Income for the time periods
caused in the gerlere.i price level, putting
inconies on s. co'nron Tlane, 'and thus facilitating the corn-

parison among enterprises in the two time periods.
In the first three enterrIses the cattle are not

3
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fattened to slaughter weights. The cow-calf operation (A)

appears to be more profitable than carrying weariers over

for sale either in the spring (B) or summer (C). Two ob.

servations will, however, lead to a qualification of this
conclusion. First, it must be remembered that for all of
the feeds a market price was used. Most producers are

capable of raising grain and hay at costs less than market
price. Wnere this is the case, using market price gives a
relative disadvantage to those operators doing the most
feeding. This can be seen in Table L. where income varia-

tion is shown with variations in cost of production for
feed. Note that as the cost of production declines the
incomes for B, yearlings sold in April, and C, yearlings
sold in July, rise with respect to A, oa].vee sold as
weanera. The enterprises that show the greatest comparative

gains are those with feeders (D-G). Nevertheless, it
not unrealistic to use the market price for feeds, for an
increase in feeding means a drop in grain income for
farmers. The normal alternative is to sell barley it it is
not fed or if hay is not raised in Its stead. Hence, the

market price represents an opportunity cost.
The second observation concerns the price spread. For

the ten year period, l916-l956, the figures which were
selected showed no spread in price per hundredweight for

fall and spring cattle. For the twenty five year period,



1931-1956, the spiead was approximately ;1.00 per hundred-

weight. The price spread may be norrially larger than these

figures indioato. Price for feeder cattle is usually low

in the fall in eastern Oregon when cattle are moving oft

the range. This is the reverse of the pattern in the mid-

west where the heavy demand fox' feeders draws cattle into

the area and forces up the price.

An error in the price spread may be introduced in any

one of three ways. First, the limited number of observa-

tions in the Portland market, which handles very few

feeder cattle (2L, p. 8) may give a false picture of demand

and price. Second, the dinand pattern for feeder cattle in
Portland may vary from that in eastern Oregon. Finally,

the sharp decline in cattle prices during the relatively

short period fran 1951 to 1953 may have distorted the de-

mand and income pattern. Average prices received by

Oregon farmers per hundredweight of beet (25) fell fran a

high of 29.SO in February 1951 to l3.2O in October 1953.

By eliminating the two seasons, 1951-52 and 1952-53, and

averaging the incomes of the remaining eight years in the

ten year period, 191i.6-1956, the following results are ob-

tained for the three enterprises: A, weaner calves--66O,

B, April yearlings-4670, C, July year1ings--79O.

effects of this operation on all enterprises are shown in

Table ti,.. Suffice to say, any of the above mentioned



factors could erase the apparent income advantage of COW-

calf operations over yearling enterprises. Nevertheless,

it hardly seems profitable for farmer to hold weaners

during the winter if he intends only to sell them in the
spring without feeding them out.

It is appropriate here to mention the activities of
the recently astablished Federated Livestock Corporation

the Pendleton Grain Growers. During the season l9S-6
they began a cattle "wintering" program. Calves and year-

lings were bought off the range in the fall by the Corpora-
tion and custom wintered on a half dozen farms in the region

surrounding Pendlaton. In the spring they were turned into
the feed lot. Falling prices and an unusually hard winter
contributed greatly to the failure of the first year's
"wintering" operation. However, losses incurred were more

than recovered by profit3 realized when these animals wore

fed out to slaughter weights in the spring and summer.
Further evidence on the profitability of carrying over
calves and yearlings will be forthcoming from future

"wintering" operations of the Federated Livestock Corpora-

tion.
Enterprises D through G handled feeder cattle. Do

sions are difficult for the man feeding out cattle. 7

farmers are scared out of feeding by initial failure. -
This situation is exeriplified by the farmers who, watching



profits flow in fron feeding in the late forties and early
fifties, entered the cattle business after prices had begun
to fall. The farmers who made money feeding cattle in the

wheat-fallow area during the past year were few and far
between.

There seems to be no formula for successfUl cattle

feeding unless it is "trial and error". Some farners have

been feeding twenty pounds or more of grain daily to oattle
without a sign of difficulty over a inc e they have been in
the business. However, nio3t of the good cattle feeders

survived a period of blunders and mistakes when profits
wore "burned up" lxi bloated animals and cattle "going oft

feed". Eventually they accired the necessary skill, al-
though no single feed ration provided the key to success.4

Calves are fed out for s1auiter in Enterprises D and
Long yearlings are fattened in Enterprises F and 0.
e is a considerable contrast, as shown in the budgets,

between the cow-feeder (I) and F) and the purchased feeder

(E and 0) operations. Cow-feeder operations show con-

si.derably more profit althou it appears to make little

'In th,e feeding ration least is knorn at present about
the feeding value of chaff. This is, of course, of more
importance to those who maintain cow herds as a feeder
ration contains little or no chaff. The chaff In the Oregon-
Washington wheat area is of relatively high quality, and
many cow he rds are wintered on chaff alone There is con-
siderable controversy as to kiether or not this should be
done.



The rations, while selected as nearly as possible on
the basis of actual. feeding rracttces and checked with the
Department of Animal Puabandry, would appear to be s1ightl
biased in favor of the older an ls (Enterprises F and G)
when compared. with Idaho experimental results (21, p. 15).
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cUfterence whether calves (0) or yearlings (F) are

fattened. The choice between either of the cow-feeder
enterprises (D and F) or either of the purchased feeder
enterprises (E and G) rests more on management considera

tiona than on differences in returns from the use of the
other resources. Feeding operations give rise to profits
of two sorts, 'margn profits" end "feedii profits"
(15, po. 283-284). The farmer Pto is better at feeding
than at marketing will do better with younger, lighter
cattle where profits are x.de from fattening with an
efficient rzte of' gain. The farmer who understands markets

best will do better with heavier animals for the profit
will come la:e1y throtgh change in value of the initial
weitht.

The budgets indicate that those raising purchased
feeders are at a tremendous disadvantage. The fact that no
charges were made for the use of winter labor and range i
in part responsible for the lower relative returns of these
feeder enterprises. Opportunity costs for the use of labor
and range were tahon to be zero. Feeder cattle use less
labor and no ranpe in con.rison with the other enterprises.
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Thus, range is a "free" resource for those that maintain
cow herds, "free" because it was asawned that range would
lie idle on the purchased feeder farms. It should also be
reiterated that feeder cattle are at a greater relative
disadvantage then the market price for home grown reeds is

used (sea Table ii.).

There are, in fact, few farmers who maintain only pur-

chased feeder cattle in the wheat-f allow area. On most

farms visited whore only fattening was being carried on,
there was little or no range, Extenuating cfrcumstancoe

appear to have given these purchased feeder operations a

alight economic advantage. One operator had a friend
working in the Portland market who did all of the buying
arid selling. Another bought feeders from his son-in-law.

There wore a handful of highly skilled cattic feeders that
could likely as not show a profit in the poorest of years.

A number of farmers supplement home raised cattle with

purchased feeders. It is therefore important to make an
analysis of the combination purchased feeder and cow-feeder

enterprise. In considering a combination of enterprises,
some of the fixed costs may be spread over a larger number
of animals. Considerable time could be spent in 1dgoting

combinations of the last four (cow-feeder and purchased

feeder) enterprises, but this is a knotty problem which
linear programaing is well designed to handle.



Listed beneath the net incomes and residual Incomes
for the budgets (Table 2 and 3) are two rows of figures,

returns per $100 all costs and percentage return on in-
vestment for variable costs. kethrns for the use of
operating capital are normally measured in the former

maImer In farm management studies. The latter set of
figures are presented because they will appear again in the
matrix for the continuous capital solution In linear pro-
gramming (see Table 6). These two sets of returns tell
essentially the same story. me cow-calf enterprise (A)

has the highest return. This Is not surprising but Is im-
portant. If allowance is made for the biases of the nature
suggested in the analysis of riot returns, the percentage
return on investment of variable capital will still remain
highest for Enterprise A. This places the cow-calf enter-
prise in a very favorable position for the person with
limited capital and with limited feeding skill. This

statement will also be examined more thoroughly in the

chapter on linear programming.

Returns to Resources

Farmers almost always have one or more limiting re-

sources. Therefore, they must apply the principle of
opportunity cost in enterprise selection and resource

ilocation if they are to maximize profits. This requires
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that enterprises be adopted for scares resources that will
bring the highest return. It is for this reason that a
farmer with an extreme acreage restriotion will adopt an
enterprise that yields a high return per acre. As a guide

to decision making, net returns to resources are more
antngful, for they give the most accurate indication of

efficiency of the individual resource. However, oaa

na to resources are useful in that they indicate the
of turnover" or gross productivity of a resource.

The resource turnover can be compared with other enter-

prises and chocked against the net return to that particular
resource. A low net return may indicate either a low gross
productivity or high expenses. For example, the high rosa

return to capital for the purchased feeder enterprises and
the low net returns tell us that expenses and not receipts
are out of line.

Throua the examination of net returns to resources
farmer has a ready guide to enterprise selection. The

calf enterprise (A') and the cow-feeder enterprises (13

and F) are conspicuous in that they consistently give the
highest returns for the use or resources. Net returns for

iixlividual resources can be compared with possible alter-

natives for their use other than in beef production. Nob

returns to orop].and represents a figure over and above what

could be obtained from the sale of feed on the market



because market prices were used for feeds in the initial
computations. Returns for labor can be compared with z'e-

turns for the use of labor elsewhere, but there are
probably few opportunities in the wheat-tallow area for
making use of winter labor.

Income Comparisons Using Alternate Assumptions

Countless decisions must be inade in formulating bud-

gets, decisions in the realm of animal nutrition regarding
rations and daily rates of gain, decisions in the realm of
agronomy regarding forage and grain production, decisions

like those that have been mentioned concerning costs and

prices. The farmer lacks the time and money to carry on

his own research and must seek the advice of the Extension
Service and through the Extension Service the advice of

the College. Often, however, altbougi the best sources of

information are tapped, the lack of data or intra-regional
variability may leave wide margin for error.

In the process of establishing budgets which are in-
tended as guides to production for a given region, any de-
cision to adopt or discard a cost will change not only the
returns wIthin an enterprise, but also, and more important,

the relative returns among enterprises. For example,

lowering the cost of production for feed will raise the

returns for those enterprises that use a large quantity of

14.7
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feed with respect to returns for those enterprises that use
little feed. Likewise, ittributing a given coat to an
enterprise may be quite rational for one farmer but com-
pletely irrational fop another, If a farmer has the Oppor-

tunity to rent his rangeland, ho must charge this cost for
the use of range to his cow herd. However, it no oppor-

tunity of this sort exists, and range will lie idle if not
grazed by the farmer's cows, then no cost need be charged
f or t1 use of range.land.

Of course, all possible situations cannot be con-
sidered. This would mean analyzing each farm separately.

The information which seemed most reliable and moat indica-

tive of existing condition was used in obtaining the re-

sults presented in Tables 2 and 3. Table LI., however, pre-

sents some of the outcomes under alternate assumptions.

The first row how the "base incomes", computed f or the

years l9LI.6-l96, taken from Table 2.6 The second row shows

the eight year average incomes (omitting 1951-52 and 1952-

53) mentioned earlier in this chapter. Next is the row of

incomes assuming a charge f or the use of range based on

returns from rented range. Following this is a comparison

6Post-war data are considered more meaningful in pre-
dieting any future results. The information f or the twenty
five year period was gathered primarily to assist in income
variability analysis to be discussed in Chapter VI.



Table 14. A Suiaary of Returns using Alternate Assumptions in the 
Budgeting of Selected Cattle Eterpri sea on Wheat..Fallow 
in the Columbia Basin, Oregon, l9L6_l956 

terpriss 
D 

Net 

vez'ago range/ 
.914? !/ 
.814? 

yearlings 2.7 
2.6 
2.4 
2.3 

weaners 2.2 
2.1 
1.9 
1.8 

o was eat 
i a charge taken out fo 

AUI4a. 
Coat of production (cP 

130 
768 

a 

125 106 
123 103 
117 99 
115 96 

a 
S 
a 
a 

per .ea. per mona or a mon 
Intenance. This came to $400 for 50 

equal to nine tenths f aarl<et price 

Rate of gain 
yearlings 2.? a - 2.6 a - 2.4 a - - 2.3 a a - 2.2 S S 11449 768 

2.1 a 1314 449 
1.9 a S 

1046 -189 
1.8 a a S 912 508 

Returns $100 all coats 
Base L25 111 114 320 101 

8 yr average 125 115 12L 122 105 
103 Rented range 111 102 112 101 

130 C? = .914? 117 120 328 105 
CP = .BMP 136 124 126 137 110 
C? = .714? 143. 130 132 145 115 

Rat of e in 

122 103 
123 105 
113 103 
130 106 
3.38 109 
146 112 

3 
121 102 
119 100 

?96 928 
23.05 1213 

1309 610 
1243 1485 
1113 235 
1047 110 

779 480 
668 670 798 
379 80 128 
890 712 613 
1026 944 898 
1150 1176 1084 

a 

a 

a 
a 
a 
a 
a 

a 
S 

- a 
a a 
a S 
a 



of incomes using three levels of cost of production as a
percentage of market price for grain end hay. As the coat

of production for feed decreases, the incomes of those

enterprises using the most feed show the greatest rise.
Returns for the feeder enterprises (E and G) rapidly rise

returns for cow-calf and cow-yearling enterprises (A,
d C). However, returns per lOO all costs are still

low.

Finally, Table L shows a series of different assumed
a of gain for weaner and yearling feeders. The results

self-explanatory. If, for example, a farmer was capable

of obtaining only 2.3 pounds gain per day for yearling

steers instead of the assumed 2. pounds, the income for

Enterprise F (yearlings fed out) would fall well below that
of Enterprise D (calves fed out). In the case whore a

far'rner could put 2.2 pounds per day on calves with the
selected ration (shown in the index), income of )?nterpriso

D would rise above that of Enterprise P.

In summarizing, we have discovered through budgetar

analysis that the cow-feeder enterprises (B and F) return
the highest income, However, the greatest returns per
dollar of cost are forthcoming from the cow-calf enterprise

(A). t can be speculated that with severe capital and
managerial restrictions Enterprise A may prove the more

profitable operation. This could be shown for capital by



asauiing certain capital restrlctlon3 and rebudgeting.
However, as will be seen in the next chapter, this probi
can be more successfully attacked through linear program-
ming. It will also be demonstrated that linear programming
can lend greater depth and flexibility to the conclusions
through its ability to handle enterprise combinations and
to allow resources to be varied.



Chapter V

LINEAR P0GRAMMING

The Linear Programming Technique7

The analysis of cattle enterprises in the wheat-
fallow region has boon handled in the previous chapter

through the conventional method of budgeting. This chap-

ter deals with the application of a relatively flew tool in
agricultural production economics, linear programming.

The technique, pioneered by Danzig, Leontief, Koopmans,

and others during the past two decades, has only recently
been applied in the field of agricultural economics.

Linear programming works within the sane ba8iO

71n this section some of the basic concepts of linear
prograrrmiing are presented and linear programming is com-
pared briefly with budgeting arid marginal analysi8. How-
ever, the reader's attention is called to a number of very
excellent books and articles on this subject. Dorfmari
(10) presents one of the more thorough treatments of
linear programming in his book, application of Linear -
gratm1in$c to the Theory of the Firm. DorfmanTlUiii also
published an article on thIs subot In American Eco-.
nomie Review. Heady (114.) and Bolos (3) published artTIos
in sucessivo issues of the Journal of Farm Economics
(December l9L. and February l9) s&EEiziforth the basic
principles and sImple mathenatics of progrwrnning. Charnes,
Cooper, and Henderson (9) in An Introduction to Linear
Prov,raminInp give a more detailed mathematical exposition.
numerous other articles have been written, some treating
certain specific aspects of programming, others developing
more fully the application of this tool. It will be some
time before the potential and possibilities of linear
programming have been adequately explored.



economic framework as budgeting. The central problem of

economics is the allocation of scarce resources to maxi-
mize a predetermined objective, taken in this paper to be
profit?. The standard method of formulating this central

problem is through marginal analysis. Thrfrnan (11, pp.

797-798) points out that, while the concepts ai methodo-

logy of linear programming are still in the formative
stage, programming reforimi].atea the central economic prob-

lem in such a maimer as to be more useful for practical
economic decisions. The programming process conforms more

closely than marginal analysis with the decision making
proceduros followed in modern industry today. This view

is supported by the fact that linear programming first
appeared in the field of scientific management arid not in
economics,

Thus, the contention is that managers actually face
problems in the linear programming framework. This means

that a limited or finite number of production processes
are open to the firm, and associated with each process is a
relatively fixed class of equipment or set of resources.
Some decisions in agriculture fit into this pattern, others
do not. For example, a farmer can select from a series of

processes for harvesting hay. Associated with each prac-

tice is a certain specific type of bay equipment, baler,
field chopper, loader, buckrake. But, the same farmer may



have an infinite number of choices confronting him in

ciding the level of fertilizer application. However, the

usefulness of linear programming is not ruled out in this
latter case, fox', even where the production function is
continuous, the sacrifice in accuracy is often small
enough to be justified by the wealth of time saved.

Matrix algebra provides the mathematical structure in

programming whereby scarce or limited resources can be

allocated among any number of enterprises or processes.

terprises are considered and resources allocated aimul-
taneously in such a manner as to secure the maximum profit

solution. The process of 'selection and combination of

entorprise' and allocation of resources", the very core

of production economics, is handled in a most efficient

manner,

Three basic concepts are required to formulate a prob-

lem in linear programming: resources, produota, and produc-

tion processes. The first two are concepts familiar in

marginal analysis. The concept of a production process

(or entorpx'tse, or vector) while not the aiie as that of a
production function is closely related. This relationship

is illustrated in Figure 2 (page 28) wkero the production
processes, linear functions A, B, and C intersect points

b, and c) on the production function (PF). Linear

programming takes Its name from the relationship expressed



by these linear functions. The assumption is that for a

given process costs increase proportionally with returns.

FIgure 2 is a two dimensional diagram for one factor

and one product. The seven cattle enterprises under eon-

alderation produce a single product, beet, although this

beef varies in grade and quality. However, the feed ration

consists of as many as five factors, range grass, hay,

chaff, barley, and cottonseed meal, the combinations

ying for each enterprise. Hence, the seven enterprises

represent points on a multi-dimensional production surface

which cannot be diagrammed. Just as with budgeting, any

number of enterprises could have been chosen. But the

searcher has resource limitations also and mw3t weigh

"added coats" against "added returns" in selecting enter-

prises for arialysi

The linear asaumtton is onoe again portrayed in

Figure 3, a two dimensional diagram depicting combination

of enterprise. The intersections of linear resource limi

tations define points (&' and b') on the transformation

function or production possibility curve. As in Figure 2

the adjoIning solid straight lines replace the curve

foning a senented transformation function.

The assumpt Ion of linearity is accompanied by two

other basic assumptions in linear programming, and these

also apply in budgeting: "divisibility" and "independence
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Figure 3. A production possibility curve defined by
limiting resources for which the erterprises
are in direct competition

"Divisibility" refers to the inputs: land, labor, and
capital. For example, in this problem one acre of range or

any number of acres up to ]$OO, the limit, could be used,
and so too with units of labor and capital until their
limits were reached. Hangeland could not, in fact, be

divided without additional expense in fencing, but this
presents no difficulty, for, as will be seen presently,
the first process eleeted uses range to the limit..

"Independence" 18 sometimes referred to as "additiv a

This concerns the relationip existing between enterprises.
Enterprises are assumed to be competitive rathor than

supplementary or complementary, Hence, the income obtained
from a combination of enterprises is merely a summation

LABOR

LAND

-S



of the incomes obtained from separate, competing enterprises.

This can be said to apply logically in the case of our
seven enterprises which are all in competition for re-
sources with the single exception that purchased feeders

do not compete f or rangelar.
In Chapter II it was emphasized that different cattle

enterprises require different levels of management input.
This fact was again mentioned in Chapter IV. Just like
budgeting, linear programming operates under the assumption

that farm managers could handle all enterprises with equal
skill arid suoces. This could be far from the truth.

It can be seefl that linear programming requires the
sane information and makes the same assumptions as bud-

geting. Physical input-output data and prices must be
known in order to estimate the relative profitability of
alternatives on a selected unit basis. From these data co-

efficients can be developed which will define production
within the physical and economic limitations established.
However, the techniques differ basically in their method
of handling alternatives and consequently in the number of
alternatives or processes that can be simultaneously con-
sidered. In fact, linear programming gains its primary ad-

vantage over budgeting, and over marginal analysis as wel

on a point of practicality, althou this will depend some-

what on the problem at hand. The results attained through
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the application of tt latter two techniques are often as
reliable. However, the timo Involved In gatherIng and

analyzing data throtgh these two methods has greatly
limited their application.

As Heady has pointed out (14., p. 1035), linear pro-
grarnming can "dip deeper" into problems. Thus, in many

problems labor has been broken down Into subclasses. iven

more recently technIques have been developed for allowing

resources and prices to vary, further increasing the
flexibility of programming or the "depth to wkdch program-

ming can dip". This will be illustrated as the problem is
presented in the next three sections.

In addition, one will find linear programming the
superior guide when considering combinations of enterprises

to maximize prof It. Only skilled workers handling budge-

tary information can oven approximate the solution that the

programming process determines automatically. For linear

programming selects the enterprise which offers the highest

marginal returns and carries it forward until one of the
resources becomes limiting. Then a selection Is made based

upon the new combination of resources which remain. This

is continued until resource limitations prevent any further
profitable expansion.

The success or failure of linear programming lies not
in the mathematical computations, which can easily be
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checked for accuracy, but in the development of the coef
dents. Just as in budgeting, it the input-output rela-
tionships assumed are inaccurate, the results obtained will
be of little value. Coefficients are most difficult to
establish because they must be based on some "average"

standard of performance, when an "average" does not exist
for an individual farm. The average does not describe the
individual. This must be considered in the interpretation
of findings.

In short, linear programming, by offering opportunit

for the rapid and simultaneous consideration of a wider

choice of alternatives becomes at once the more powerful
tool in practical economics. The cumbersome procedure fox'

budgeting has forced the orientation of budgetary analysis
toward problems within the firm, Nevertheless, it should
be emphasized that btgeting still has an important place
in production economics and is often the more practical
tool for handling small problems.

The Conventional Simplex Solution

The first program, presented in Table 5, employs the

conventional lmpiex process with computational procedures

as illustrated by Heady (]4). Caidwell (5), in the first
study using linear progrnnming at Oregon State College, has

given a clear presentation of the fundiental mathematics.



Table 5. A Simplex Solution in Linear Programing for Selected Beef Cattle iter'rises on Wbeat-Fallow
Faruis in the Columbia Basin, Oregon, l9445-l956.

Resources

P0 I'8 P9

C -+ 8.0153
Fiterprise-. A

Cow-Calf

P10 P1

5.2131
B

Cow
Yrling

P2

5.8667
C

Cow-Long
Yrli.ng

P3

6.637
D

Cow-Calf
Feeder

1.1627
E

Calf
Feeder

'5

7. 11
F

Cow-Yrling
Feeder

P6

2.0337
G

Yrling
Feeder

P

R

Plan #1
Caita1 P8 5000 1 0 0 11. 602 114.7295 13,6089 16.7487 23.5277 16.11462 22.6038 1#25.16
Raeland -P9 1500 0 1 0 7,6530 6.11.75 6.6667 14.9213 0 5,31476 0 196.00
Jan. Labor io 2110 O 0 3. 91 .5779 .5067 .6138 .3725 .5793 .21413 1490,70

-- z-C 0 0 0 -8.0153 -5.2131 -5.8667 6.611.37 -1.1627 -7,2121 -2.0337 0.

Plan #2
'8 26914,9500 1 -1.5367 0 0 5.2826 3.3611.2 9.1861 235277 7.9285 (.6OJ) 119.22

8.0153 P1 196.0016
P10 11414.1500

0
0

.1307
- .0639

0

1
0
0

.8033

.1851
.8713.
.0807

.61431

.2993
0
.3725

.6988

.2376
0

.21413

unlion,
597,38

Z-C 1571.0108 0 1.014f6 0 0 1.2256 1.11511. k.l.14891 -1.1627 -1.6110 -2.0337

Plan #3
2.0337 -p P7 3.19.2255 .014142 -.0680 0 0 .2337 .11488 .110611. 1,01109 .3508 1 339,87

8.0153 4- P1 196.0016 0 .1307 0 1 .8033 .8711 .61431 0 (698) 0 280.118

115.31110 .01475 -.01475 1 0 .1286 .01#147 .2010 .1208 .1528 -.0006 7514,67

z-c 1813.14797 .0899 .9093 0 0 1.7009 1,14180 -.6626 .95141 -.8976 0 o

Plan
2.0337 P7 20.8327 .014142 -.1336 0 -.1696 - .2885 .0731# 1.01109 0 1

7.21.21. 0 .1870 0 1.14310 1.11195 1.21466 .9203 0 1 0 0

P10 72.111485- -.0107 -.08814 1 -.21.87 -.01471 -.11458 .o6o1# .1208 0 0 0

Z-C 2065.2396 .0899 1.0770 0 1.1i 2.7327 2.5369 .1635 .9541 0 0 0
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In the initial matrix of Table all but the labor coeffi..
cienta were developed from the information found in Tables
1 and 2. In order to define labor more precisely a a

limiting resource, it was necessary to break down labor
requirements by months. January and March were found to

be the months when labor requirements for cattle were

greatest (18, p. 12). In actuality, several months

approximate the requirements of these two. Closer examina-

tion showed that March labor would not become limiting and

that it would therefore be neooasay to develop coefficients
only for January labor.

Capital coeffIcients wore obtained by dividing the

variable cost of production (Table 2) by the number of
pounds of beef produced (Table 1). These coefficients in-'
dicato the variable cost required to produce one hundred
pounds of beef in each case, ango coefficients were

calculated by dividing the acres ol' range by one hundred
pounds of beef produced (Table 1). Prices shown In the C

row at the top of th. matrix are for net returns per
hundredweight above variable costs. Fixed costs are not
irluded in the matrix (lIj., p. 10L1.6) but can be subtracted
from returns when the iatrix i o1ved. Column P0 at the

extrno left lists the available resources Capital was

arbitrarily chosen at 5,000. Rangeland is 1500 acres.

The 21i.0 man hours of labor represents the labor of one man
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workIng full time for a month.

Much time can be saved In the computations by pre-

testing and, whore possible, visualizing anticipated re-
sults. This has been done In Figure 14., a two dimensional

sketch of a oow-teeder (F) and purohasedteeder (a) enter-
prise combination. This diagram was first sketched from
anticipated results and then redrawn In its present state
after the program was solved. Through a diagram of this

sort one can quickly see that March labor will not become
limiting. The process of condensation or 'ahortcuttirg"
is discussed by Boles in a recent article n the Journal
of Fan Economics (14.).

In Figi'e 14., the production of beef is plotted from

Enterprise F, the cow-feeder operation, on the vertical
axis, ar from Enterprise G, the purchased feeder enter-
prise, on the horizontal axis. This is the familiar
"product-product" diagram also illustrated In FIgure 3.
The limiting resources are drawn as solid straight lines.
Note that neither March labor nor rangoland are limiting
for Enterprise G, as is Indicated by lines parallel to the
G axis. However, range always becomes limiting before

March labor for Enterprise F. as the broken Iso-revenw

oi've moves away from the origin, it erounters rangelarid

as the first limiting factor at Point A. At this point
the largest cow-herd possible under stipulated grazing
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conditions is being maintained on the lOO acres of range-

land. Now expansion can only occur through an enlarged

feeder enterprise wiore range is not required. The iso-

revenue curve slides along the range resource line away

from Point A (G is supplementary to F with respect to

range) until a $5,000 capital restriction is encountered at
Point . No more capital is available to further increase
the size of the purchased feeder enterprise (&). This

combination of the two enterprises becomes the most

profitable with the iesources given. This eometrio

analysis, while limited in scope, should lend some insiglt

to the discussion which follows.
Once the coefficients have been arranged as in Plan 1

of Table 5, the program is ready to be solved. According

to procedure the largest negative number in the Z-O row is

selected, for this indicates the enterprise with the

highest marginal return. The highest negative number i

found in Column P1, and therefore P1 will be the column for

which R values are computed. To obtain H, the coefficient

in each row of Column P1 is divided into the corresponding

number in Column P0. The quotient (H) in each case repre-

sents the amount of beef that can be produced by the par-

ticular resource or the quantity of that resource remaininL7.

Hence, the lowest H value (196) computed for Pj (the cow-

calf enterprise) tells us that itow P9, range, is the most
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limittng resource. Row P9, the out-going row in the first

plan,, is replaced by P1, the incoming row in Plan 2 (note

the arrows). This shift uses up all of the range resource.
Selecting again the most negative number in the new Z-C row

and the lowest number in the 1 column, P3 is removed in

Plan 2 and replaced with P7 (a purchased feedor operation)

in Plan 3. This exhausts the rnaining *2300 of capital.
However, the negative nuibera appearing in the Z-C row

of Plan 3 indicate that an opimun plan has not yet been

achieved. The procedure dictates that Row P1 in Plan 3 be

replaced with Row P That is to say, the cow-calf enter-
prise is replaced with a cow-feeder enterprise. Because

more capital is required for a cow-feeder operation on the

sai amount of range, less is available for the purchased

feeder enterprise that was introduced in Plan 3. This is

reflected by the decrease in rantity of meat that can be
produced under P7 in the P0 column from 11,923 pounds in

Plan 3 to 2,083 pounds in Plan 14.. The maximum income solu-

tion calls f or a combination of Enterprises F and G, cow-

feeder and purchased feeder. This is Point B in Figure 14.

In terms of livestock numbers, this means adding 2,083

pounds of beef or two steers (loiS pounds per head at U1e.P

ket weight in Enterprise G) to the twenty fed out for mar-

ket under Enterprise F.
The solution is very much the same as that found b
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bud tl.ng. If ;;8 of fixed costs are subtracted from the

2,O6 of income found in Plan 3 the rerainder is l,22O.

This figure is L2 above the income realized by Enterprise

F in Table 2. The added income is represented by the two

added steers which net 2 per hundredweight. Of course, few

farmers would want to supplement their herd by as few as two

steers. Plan 2 shows the income above variable costs for

the cow-calf operation alone. Subtracting 792 of fixed

costs from gives the 779 net income found under

Enterprise A in Table 2

The Simplex Solution Allowing Capital to Vary

A broader perspective was achieved in the previous

chapter by making certain alternate assumptions regarding

decisions in budgeting. Here it was emphasized that there

is no one answer for all farmers in the wheat-fallow area.

Opportunities may vary from farm to farm. What determines

a farmer's production potential is basically the resources

which he has at his disposal: land, labor, capital, and

managnent. The latter resource, management, cannot be

handled directly in budgeting or programming. Aside from

management, the two resources which vary most from farm to

farm throughout the wheat-fallow area are capital and

rangeland. In this section enterprise selection and com-

bination is studied allowing capital to vary while other



Table 6. A Continuous Capital Solution in Linear Proremming for Selected Beef Cattle Enterprises

on Wheat-Fallow Farms in the Columbia Basin, Oregon, 1946-1956

Resources

C - 8.0153
A

Cow-Calf

5.2131
B

Cow
Yrling.

5.8667
C

Cow-Long
Yrling.

6.6437
0

Cow-Calf
Peeder

1.1627
E

Calf
Feeder

7.2121
F

Cow-Yrling.
Feeder

2.0337
0

Yrling.
Feeder

R

P0 F9 plo P1 P2 P3 P5 6

Plan #1
Capital P8 0 1 0 0 11.7602 14.7295 13.6089 16.7487 23.5277 16.1482 22.6038 --

Rangeland -P9 1500 0 1 0 6.11175 6.6667 4.9213 0 5.3476 0 196.00

Jan. Labor P10
z-c

240
0 0

0
0

0
0

1
0

.4891
-8.0153

.5779
-5.2131

.5067
-5.8667

.6138
-6.6437

.3725
-1.1627

.5793
-7.2121

.21113
-2.0337

490.7

D -.6816 -.3539 - .4311 -.3967 -.0494 - .4467 -.0900

Plan #2
P -2305.0500 -2305 .05 1 -1 .5367 0 0 5.2826 3.3637 9.1861 23.5277 7. .; 22.6038 --

8.0153 P 196.0016 0 .1307 0 1 .8033 .8711 .6431 0 6" 0 280.5
.237.

-1.6110
P10

Z-C
144.1500

1571 .0116 1571.0116
0
0

- .0039
1.01146

1
0

0
0

.1851
1.2256

.0807
1.1154

.2993
-1.4891

.3725
-1.1627

.2413
-2 .0337

606.7

D - .1621 - .01194 - .2032 - .0900

Plan 3
P8 _4528.81150 -2223.7958 1 -3.0196 _11.31158 -3.8315 -6.5196 1.8896 23.5277 0 22.6038 --

7.2121 -+ P 280.4831 0 .1870 1.4310 1.1495 1.2466 .9203 0 1 0 Unlini.

- P10 77.5095 0 0.1083 - .3400 - .0880 - .2155 .o8o6 .3725 0 203.1
Z-C 2022.8598 451.9825 0 1.31487 2.3053 3.07711 3.1237 -.0065 -1.1627 0 7

D -.0074 -.0494 0 -.0900

Plan #

'87.2121
- P2 .0377
Z-C

-11789.5552
280.4831
321.2163

2677.4023

-7260.7102

654.4205

1
0
0

_13.16146
.1870

- .4.488
.4342

-93 .65i
0

4.1442
8.414-46

2O.537

-1.l0
- .s658

4.4119
1.1495
-.3647
2.3343

13.6674
1.2486
-.8931
1.3038

-5.6606
.9203
.3340
.6741

-11.3663
0

1.5434
1.9829

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

196.00
--

0 - .0276

Plan #5
P5 -15808 .3732 -4081.8180 1 -15.8440 -93 .6751 0 -12.0584 -4.1941 -18.8468 -11 .3363 -14.3282 0

80153 - P1 196.0050 0 .1307 0 1 .8033 .8711 .6431 0 .6988 0

2.0377 P7 597.3872 0 -.4517 4.1442 0 -1.4965 -2.1205 -.5722 1.5437 -.9846 1

Z-C 2788.3314-8 110.9325 0 .5082 8.444-6 0 2.7888 1.7967 1.0380 1.9829 .3954 0



resources and prices are held constan

Table 6 presents a modif led simplex solution for

linear programming with variable capital restrictions.

Candler (6) has recently written an article discussing this

refinement in the linear programming technique. Two simple

steps are required to modify the existing matrix (Plan 1,

Table S) so that capital may be varied. First a "decision"

or D row must be computed by dividing the ZC value by the

capital coefficients in each column. The quotient in each

case Is the percentage return t or variable capital (see

Table 2, Row 21). ActIvities are now selected on the basis

of the most negative number in the D row. The most nega-

tive number indicates the activity with the hiie3t return

for the use of capital.

The next step necessary before computation can begin

Is to set the varying resource, capital, In the P0 column

at zero. Now the capital recuiroment for each plan will

appear as a negative number in the P0 column. The row con-

taining the varying resource can never be the outgoing row.

The highest negative number in the D row is found in

Column P (-.6816) whIch becomes the column for which the R

values are computed. The R value Ia th lowest for range-

land, and hence, P9 becomes the out-going row. Observing

the P0 column in Plan 2, we see that if rangeland is com-

pletely exhausted, 19,600 pounds of beef will be produced
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under a cow-calf system (see beef production under Enter-

prise A., Table 1) with 2,3O5 of capital required (see
Table 2, liow 11). This means that any operator with less

than 2,3OO to spend in cattle should not be ooncArned with

feeding out cattle, for when he has this much range, he
will obtain highest returns with a cow-calf operation.

Enterprise A is replaced with nterprise F, a cow-

feeder enterprise. While higher returns to capital are
attained with a cow-calf enterprise, once capital becomes

plentiful in relation to other resourceS a cow-feeder
enterprise will be more profitable. With rangeland fixed,

Enterprise F can simply become larger than a cow-calf

enterprise by the very fact that it uses more capital for
feeding out cattle. The higher capital investment permits

Enterprise F to show higher returns. This has already been

observed in the iidgets. When range is completely utilized,

ntorprise F reriuires L,529 of capital to produce 28,OO

pounds of beef. (Again tho8e figures can be compared with

those in Tables 1 and 2.) With between 2,3OO and 4,OO

capital available an operator can maximiza his profits by
selecting the cow-feeder enterprise, F.

Once the supply of range has been exhausted capital

may be added until labor becomes limiting. Obviously, one

of the two enterprises requiring no range will be added to

Enterprise F. The most negative I) Is found in Column
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and therefore the yearling purchased feeder enterprise (a)
is introduced in Plan 4.. Glancing once again at Figure 14.

(Page 63), the iso-revenue line now moves along the range

limitation ltne toward Point C where labor will become
limiting. Point C is expressed in the program (Table 6

again) by Plan 1. Here a combination of cow-feeder and

purchased feeder enterprise (F and 0) will utilize all
range and labor and 9,l20 of capital in the production Of

60,200 pounds of beet. This necessitates purchasing

thirty head of cattle to supplement the twenty-two head of

yearling feeders raised on the farm.
A maximum profit solution baa still not been achieved

for unlimited capital since a negative number remains in

the decision row. Plan 5 reverses the procedure of Plan 3

by replacing Enterprise F with Enterprise A, the cow-calf

ope ration. However, the cow-calf activity is reintroduced
in combination with purchased feeder cattle, EnterprIse 0.

What this states is that a farmer should sell weaner calves

and then turn around arii purchase fIfty six yearling steers

to feed out. This is not a very practical suestion, and
not one that very many farmers would follow.

The irrational solution, Plan 5, is forced in because

of low labor requirements for the cow-ca]! operation as

compared with the cow-feeder enterprise. (This can be ob-

served by comparing the labor coefficients for these two



enterprises ifl the initial ratrix of Table .) In the cow-

calf enterprise January labor is necessary only to rc.intain
the cow herd. But labor for cattle on feed is also in-
cluded in the cow feeder enterprise. Considering only the

January labor restrictIon, a fcrmcr coulz3. nrket the uost
beef by prchasin nothing but cr1in feeders which have
the lowest labor requirements per hundred pounds of beef

produced. However, net returns to purch'ed feeders ro so

lo that this lan would return only 2,023 and therefore

does not enter the solution.
P.side from this, the iost beef per unit of Jamery

labor can be produced by seliin; weaner calves in the fall.
and buying feeder cattle. (See Table 7.) Once sufficient

Table 7. A Su:arv of the ContInuous spItal Solution in
Linear ?rograiing for 3elected Beet Cattle
Enterrises on V1-iest-Fa11ow Farms In the Columbia
Basin, Oregon, 1946-1956

.1ap a ap
2tir'%m eedod
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Plani 0 0 0 0 0

Plan 2 2,305 19,600 0 0 1571

Plan 3 Sc 9 0 2$ )50 0 2033

Plan 4 11,790 0 20,050 32,220 2077

Plan 5 15.00 l,60O 5q'r7,) 27 8



capital Is available the purchased feeder enterprise, even
with its low monetary returns, can be greatly expanded in
ooinatiOn with a cow-calf enterprise to more than offset
the difference in returns between cow-oalt and cow-feeder

enterprises. Income from purchased feeders in Plan 5 is

increased by 562, iiioh offsets the difference between
returns to Enterprise F (P6) and Enterprise A (P1) by llO,

The advantage gained over Plan 1,. Is very slight as marginal

returns to variable capital are less than 3%.
Table 7 summarizes the optimum solutions obtained from

the successive plans of Table 6.
The solution in Table 7 is diagraanmed in Figure

The practIcal value of this graphical presentation is
once evident, for the ttCOflfUSiOflfl of the linear programmIng

process can be set forth in a form that the layman can

easily comprehend. In Figure 5 capital is plotted on the
horizontal axis and income on the vertical axis. Points

2, 3, L, and 5 represent Plans 2, 3, 1$., and 5 respectively.

Points 2 and I in Figure 5 correspond to Plans A and C in

Figure 14.. Furthermore, the progression of plans forms a

seiented linear production \inctIon similar to that in
Figure 1. When a resource Is allowed to vary, ooeffteient

designed to predict one point on a curve are allowed to
predIct an entire curve. It is difficult to know for what
range these coefficients are reliable or the degree of
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distortion that occurs due to linearity. There are un-

doubtedly certain efficiencies of scale with respect to
capital and labor as herd size is increased. The simplex

tthod of itnear progranimin in its present form is not
equipped to handle the scale problem. This is perhaps the

most serious limitation of our linear proaning analysis.
The dotted lines in the diagram indicate the enter-

prise combinations which exist in t solution for each

plan. Thus, in Plan 3 and 14. the cow-feeder enterprise,
indicated by the line 0-3, replaces the cow-calf enterprise

(0-2). Plan 5 represents a combination of cow-calf (0-2)

and purchased feeder (2-5) enterprise. The man with

lO,000 to invest will combine home raised feeders (0-i

with purchased feeders (3-14.). Substituting l0,00O for X

in Equation 3-1i. (Y = .0901X + 16114..9), one finds that he

will have a return of 2,5l6. Heturns for the use of

capItal are represented by the slopes of the lines which

appear In equation form.
Once a gIven capital level has been selected, the re-

quirements for the other resources can be obtained and the

new plan quickly worked out. In Table 5 capital is fixed

at 5,000. This falls somewhere between Z4.,529 required by

the cow-feeder enterprise (F) and ll,790 required by cow-

feeder and purchased feeder (F and G) in combination.

These are the capital requirements for Plan 3 and Plan



in Table 6. The actual change in capital (4ll,190-,29)
i8 7,26l. However, the desired change In capital (p,000

,S29) is 8l. The ratio of the wanted capital input to

the actual capital input is .0062. Now it is necessary to

determine only the actual change in other resources when

moving from Plan 3 to Plan L and apply the ratio to find
the reiiroments for other resources at the $,000 oapttal

level. The actual change for the range resource is zero as

no change is required when adding feeders. The actual

change in January labor is zero minus 77.. This latter

number is determined by subtracting the labor supply re-

naming in Row P10, Plan I. from that found in F10, Plan 3.

Plan t has completely utilized 2L.0 hours of January labor,

and therefore the number is zero. Plan3 has used l62.

hours of the available 2l.0 hours. Hence, ..77. ia multi-

plied by the ratio .0062 computed for the 000 capital

level. The results show that the ,000 plan requires S.31

hours more than Plan 3 whIch would leave 72J hours of un-

used January labor. This number agrees with that shown in

Row P1, Plan !., Table .

With EL0,O00 capital, using the same procedure as

above, the new ratio of needed to actual capital would be

.7S3L. This figure multiplied by -77. tells us that S8.li.

hours of labor axe used. Only 19.1 hours of January labor

rnain. The $10,000 plan would call for ISOO acres of
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angeiart and 220.9 hours of January labor.
igure 6 the dotted lines represent the linear seg-

.ents when the ten year aveiage of incomes is replaced by
the eight year average, excluding the 1951-52 and 1952-.53

seasons aa shown in Table L. (page 1.9). These results are

summar&zed in Table 8. The matrLxO5 appe in the

Table 8. A Summary of the continuous Capital Solution in
Linear Progririing, using Eight Year Average
Prices omitting 1951-52 and 1952-53, for Selected
Beef Cattle Enterprises on Wheat-Fallow Faxns in
the Coluvbia Basin, Oregon, l9t.6-l956

Appendix, Table 15. Contrasted with the ten year average,

the eight year average attributes higher incomes to the
feeder operations. This effect is seen in comparing the
shape of the two curves,

Figure 7 introduces fixed costs and a fixed cost

charge. The results considoring fixed coats are summarized

in Table 9. Fixed costs are indicated by the horizontal

Capital Capital bs of Beef from rprisee Income
Optimum Needed A F a

Plani 0 0 0 0 0

Plan 2 2,305 19,600 0 0 556

Plan 3 1.,529 0 28,050 0 2,076

Plan L. 11,790 O 28,050 32,220 2,886

Plan 5 iS,808 19,600 0 59,7tO 3,062



Capital
Optimum

Fixed
Costs

Plan 1

Plan 2

Plan 3

Plan 14.

Plan 5

0

792

8145

698

898

lines 0-a, b-c, and d-e in Figure 7. The line 0-a repre-

sents 792 of fixed costs; b-c represents 53 (-79)
of fixed costs; d-e represents 53 (93-8145) of fixed
costs. Incomes are, of course, considerably reduced when

fixed costs enter the picture. Plans 2, 3, 14., and 5 are

indicated by Points b, d, f, and g respectively. The net

returns for Plans 2 and 3 are identical to those found for

Enterprises A and F in the budgets.

The Simplex Solution Allowing R to Vary

Aside from capital, which we have just discussed, and
management which cannot be handled by linear programming,

land is the most variable resource from farm to farm

throughout the eat-fa11ow area. Some farmers have far'

79

Table 9. A Suimnary of the Continuous Capital Solution in
Linear Programming Considering Fixed Costs for
Selected Beef Cattle Enterprises on Wheat-Fallow
Farms in the Columbia 3asin, Oregon, l914.6-].96

Variable Total 10 yr. yr.
Costs Costs Incomes Incomes

0 0 0 0

2,305 3,097 779 668

5,3714. 1,178 1,231

11,790 12,688 1,779 1,968

l5,8o8 16,706 1,890 2,165



Table 10. A Summary of the Linear Programming Solution
allowing Rangelaxid to vary Continuously for
Selected Beef Cattle Enterprises on Wheat-Fallow
Farms in the Columbia l3asin, Oregon, l9L.6..l956

Range Range
Optimum Needed

ba of Beef froiii Enterp
A F

o o

29,850 0

0 30,960

O 0

those for continuous capital. The resources held constant

are $5,000 of capital arid 2L.O hours of labor. The complete

solution appears in the Appendix, Table 16. Range inputs

are plotted against monetary returns for the optimum plans

in Figure 8.

The results obtained are according to expectations.
logical that, when rarigeland is extranely limited in

0

0

0

20

ncome
4P

0

1,983

2,233

3,1.08

80

more rangeland than oropland. Other farmers have no range

at all. It is obvi.ous that the man without grazing land
has only the alternative of buying feeder cattle or staying
out of the cattle business. However, when different levels

of range are combined with other resources, the optimum

plan will vary. A summary of a linear programming solution

allowing rangeland to vary continuously is shown in Table

10. The solution a computed in the identical manner as

Plan 1 0

Plan 2 1,11.69

Plan 3 1,656

Plan L.
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comparison with other resources, higher returns will be
achieved by feeding out the cattle that come off the range.
The budgets indicate that this ts true even with 1,500
acres of rangeland available, for in the budgets returns
were hiier for the cow-feeder enterprises (D and F) than
for the cow-calf enterprise (A). The difference between D

and F is small. However, when more than 1,656 acres of

range is available weaner calves begin to substitute for
fed cattle. If the farmer selects either one enterprise or
the other, he should choose the cow-calf enterprise if ho
has more than 2,132 acres of range. With 2,132 acres of

range Enterprise A and F show equal returns. This is
determined by setting Y (jncome) equal to 2,233 in the
equation for Line 0-14. (Y 1.OL.73X) and solving for X

(rangeland). Line 0-14. represents the returns to rangeland

for Enterprise A. With 3,2S14. acres of rangeland found

under Plan 14., a. herd of 80 cows would b maintained with 69

calves sold as weaners annually.
The contrast here is between extensive and intensive

farming. When a small amount of range (less than 1,656

acres) is combined with the other given resources, the in-
tensive cow-feeder operations (I) and F) are optimum. But

for large smourita of rangeland, an extensive cow-calf

operation is optimum. If the level of capital inputs
to be increased, one could expect to find cow-feeder
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operations most profitable for an increasingly higher leve].

of range, t least to the point where labor becomes
limiting. At the 3,2Ii. acre range level, capital is ful].1
utilized, but 32 hours of January labor remain idle.

An additional refinement in linear programming could
have been employed, that of variable pricing. It is often
advantageous to know the dogree of change in price required

to bring in another activity or enterprise. This, however,

is not as important in a situation there all enterprises
are producing beet. Generally beef prices will move up and

down together although occastonal relative changes occur

between slaughter and feeder grades. Nevertheless, it can
be observed that returns for the cow-feeder enterprises (D

and F) and for the purchased feeder enterprises (E and G)
are very close together, and that approximately a dollar

rise in price of the younger, lighter weight, slaughter
cattle would cause Enterprises P and E to substitute for
F and G in the matrixes.

We have shown in this chapter that for capital limita-
tions below 2,3OO a cow-calf enterprise is preferable to a

cow-feeder enterprise. When there are no restrictions on

cap it a]., the opt mum plan is achieved by supplementing home

raised cattle with purchased feeders, although it should be
noted that roirns to investment are considerably lower for

purchased fe:der cattle. Just as severe capital



stxiotions will encourage farmers to become extensive,
severe range restrictions wil]. encourage them to adopt a
more intensive feeding operation if maximum profits are to
be attained. At the S,OOO capital level highest incomes

are achieved by feodtng calves to slaughter weights when

range is below l,66 aores, Phese results emphasize that

the program which an individual farmer selects will depend

on the resources, including management, available to him.



Chapter VI

UEERTAINTY D INC ONE VARIA I3ILITY

Conditions of Uncor aint

Discussion has b3en, to this point, largely oonoerned
with profit maximization, primarily because it is a para-

mount and measurable objective of farmers. In this cnapter
analysis is made of the various enterprises and enterprise
coiibinationa with respect to uncertainty. It is important
that this should be done becanse the adoption of an enter-

prise that promises higher level of Income often necessi-
tates the acceptance of groater uncertainty in income. In

the classical concept uncertainty is associated with a
large range and variance in income (16, p. 720). However,

farmers also attach a measure of uncertainty to the fre-
quency of loss.

It Is imposLjble to tel]. to what degree farmers will
be willing to sacrifice financial security for the prospect
of a higher income. NovertFleas, the Impact of an enter-
prise or enterprise combinations on income uncertainty Can

be analyzed and this information presented to farmers.
Knowledge of potential return and potential uncertainty

offered by various enterprises and enterprise combinations

improves the farmer's decision making friework. His

oice of enterprise may then to a large degree reflect his

85
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"indifference curves' or preference for greater income as
compared with greater certainty of returns. Higher income

is often associated with hgher uncertainty, but this i
not always trUe.

While farmers may have a definite notion about the

degree of uncertainty associated with individual enter-
prises, as expressed by variabilIty of returns axid fre-
quency of loss, they do not all view uncertainty with t
seme attitude. They do not all possess the same preference
for risk, and there are very good reasons f or this.

First, and most obviously, individuals differ in their
psychological makeup. Some are born gamblers: others

possess a high degree of "risk aversion". The individual

who is willing to take no chance at all would perhaps be
ha pp is r in so,e bus ins ss other th an farming. Farming

characteristically Involves a sizeable measure of uncer-
tainty. Because farmers must often accept the whims of

nature, they are faced with more uncertainty than most

other businesses. Within agriculture itself, however, the

degree of uncertainty varies trwiendous].y. Dairy farming

is a relatively stable occupation contrasted with wheat
farming. Milk checks come In once a month, prices do not

fluctuate rapidly, and the problem of crop failure Is not

acute. Feeding out purchased cattle normally presents

greater uncertainty than marketing cattle from a cow herd.
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who buys arid feeds cattle stands to loose heavily

with a drop in the cattle market or a rise in the feed
grain market, or to make great profits when the reverse

takes place. Thus, the beef-barley ratio has the s&me sig-

nificance for Ore.n cattle feeders that the Lamiliar corn-
hog ratio has for mid-western bog producers.

The fact that a farmer's psychological makeup I
jeot to change, especially with the passage of time, is

often overlooked. Young farmers are usually the Ono3 who

will gamble with new ideas. In the older farmer the aver-
sion to change may be more important than the aversion to

risk although, undoubtedly, both are closely linked.
The influence which certain events may have on an

individual's thinking is closely associated with this con-
cept of a changing psychological makeup. The "old-timers"

in the wheat-fallow area still like to recall how things
wore back In the thirties when, as one operator said, "I

didn't know from one day to the next whether the hired man

or I owned the place." In contrast, those who began

farming since l9L.O have lived in an inflationa'y age. They

are not hampered in thought or in actions by reininlscenc

of the thirtle s.
Other factors help to mold the farmer's attitude to-

ward uncertainty. His capital position te of extreme ii-
portsnoe. Naturally t1 individual with sufficient capital
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backing need not concern himself greatly with the conse-

quences of failure. On the other band, the farmer with

severe capital restrictions must always keep in mind the

survival of t} firm. For this farmer the statistical
probability of success or failure has considerable conse-
quence. Regardless of the probable variability and range

of returns, he will choose that enterprise that offers the

least chance for loss. He may have no chance to try again

after the first bad year.

The faiidly-firm complex offers a third cause for

variation in farmer attitude toward uncertainty. A farmer

is a consumer as well as a producer. The young farmer with

a growing family has high demands placed upon him for con-

sumption capital. This will indeed affect his willingness
to adopt onterprires with high variable returns, although
many enterprises with rapid rate of turnover, such as

livestock feeding operations, wthody a high degree of

uncertainty.
Thus, there are probably no two farmers .fno view the

problem of uncertainty in exactly the same manner. Forces

are present kiieh shape the individual's outlook. Even

should two farmers possess the same degree of risk aversion,

they may differ greatly in level of knowledge. This will

cause thorn to have different expectations of outcome. A

farmer may have a very clear notion of returns forthcoming
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9. Two indifference curves showing the hypotheti-
cal relationship between income and willingness
to accept uncertainty for wheat-fallow farmers
in the Columbia Basin, Oregon

from a certain course of action. He is said to have a hi
degree of "subjective certainty". The well informed farmer

pushes back the boundaries of uncertainty with his superior

knowledge.

With this brief discussion of uncertainty, we can

speculate as to the nature of the indifference curves for
farmers in the wheat-fallow area. Figure 9 shows two

hypothetical indifferenoo curves. The indifference curves

measure the farmer's willingness to accept a greater risk
in order to obtain a higher income. The most probable re-

turn is plotted on the vertical axis, the degree of uncer-
tainty on the horizontal axis. The tzifferonco curve of' a

'957'- INDIFFERENCE
CURVE 1937

U2

UNCERTAINTY
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1936 wheat farmer is compared with that of a 1956 wheat

farmer. In 1936 the country was still in the midst
depression. Wheat farmer incomes wore low. Many farmers

faced the possibility of foreclosure. As the curve indi-

cates, farmers would probably have been willing to accept

greater uncertainty only if there was good prospect of a

cons ider ably higher income The 1956 wheat farmer had just

witnessed a decade of post-war prosperity. Improved

capital position and the gradual weakening of "depression

psychosis" would cause a shift in the slope of the curve.

The contention is that the 1956 farmer would be willing to

accept higher uncertainty than his 1936 predecessOr with

prospects of the same increase in return. This is shown

by Figure 9 where M1-M2 is equal to i43-Mj.

Further than this we will not go, for in the final
analysis the slope of the tndifference curve will vary for

each individual. The next step is to select some measure

of the magnitude of uncertainty.

Statistical Methods Eip1oyed

Uncertainty is indicated both by variance of returns

and by frequency of loss of income. This latter measure Of

tainty can be examined by establishing a frequency

distribution table for the net incomes of the various

enterprises. Comparing variability, however, is a moi
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difficult task. The corrion statistical measures of varia-
bility are "variance", "standard deviation", and "coeffi-
cient of variation". The first two (the standard deviation
being the square root of the variance) will indicate the
absolute variability of returns for a given enterprise, but
where enterprises differ in scale, those i.easures are of
little value for comparing variability. Some enterprises

may show low absolute variability, but income variation may

be great relative to the size of the income Itself. The

concept of relative variability, which can be measured by
the coeffIcient of variation, Is the more useful One in
decision making (16, p. 66S). It is for this reason that
coefficient of variation (defined as the standard devIation
divided by the mean) was chosen for comparing uncertainty

among enterprises and enterprise combinations.

The coefficient of va'iation, as a measure of varia-
bility, is useful in indicating the degree of uncertainty
attached to various enterprises. Rowever, it has certain
limitations which must be mentioned (16, p. 719-721).

Difficulty occurs In comparIsons when the mean and variance

of one enterprise are both larger than those of a second
enterprise. In our case, the mean arid variance of net 1n.

comes for cow-feeder enterprises are larger than those of
the cow-calf enterprise as Table 12 indicates. In this
situation, for example, although the coefficients of
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variation might be equal, the enterprise with the smaller
mean and variance may show less uncertainty in the classi-

ca]. sense in that range and variance are small, while the
other may show less uncertainty in the sense that frequency
of loss is less. Which enterprise a farmer should choose

would depend upon his capital position. This analysis is
further complicated when the frequency distributions over-p
lap.

Additional difficulty ts encountered when the fre.
quenoy distributions are nonsymetr1cal. If the frequency

distribution of incomes differs between enterprises, the
coefficients of variation are not comparable since the
direction and amount of skewness may differ (16, p. 721).
Table 11 shows that frequency distribution of net incomes,

especially for the brief ton year period, is far from
symmetric al.

Two further observations can be made with respect to

the use of coefficient of variation for drawing uncertainty
comparisons between enterprises with the net income data at

hand. First, the two feeder enterprises have negative
means fox' the twenty five year period (see Table 12)

efficient of variation cannot be used to give a cardinal
measure of uncertainty when moans are negative because for

a given variance, as average returns or means become more

negative the coefficient of variation becomes mia1lex'.
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Secondly, market prices were used. for csttle feed
which makes up over half of the cost of produciiv. beef.
Differences in correlation between feed prices and cattle
prices could cause serious disturbance in the variances of
enterprises. Those enterprises showing a higher positive

correlation of feed prices with catti es would tend

to show lower variability of incorne and visa versa. In

order to analyse this problem three enterprises were
selected and bay and barley ;.rices correlated with cattle
prices. The hihest positive correlation coefficient, .52,
was for the cow-calf enterprise (A). Next followed the

cow-feeder enterprise (F) wIth e coefficient of .36. The

lowest correlation coefficient as 24 for the cow-yearling

enterprise (B). Thus, considerable variatIon does exist
among the enterrises in the correlation coefficients for
feed and ottle pri

Four points have been discussed which could seriously
affect tie Inte pretation of coefficIent of variation for
the net income dta available. The evidence dictates that
coefficient of vrIat1cr should not be calculated f or the
net incomes. Hoevor, coefficients of variation were comm

puted for gross incomes. With gross tnooes the problems

created by negative weans and by the use of market prices
for' feeds do not occur. Frequency distribution difficulties
are present but are not as severe as in the case of net



incomes because many of the comparisons are made between

combinations for which means, variances, and distributions
are very close (see Table i14.),

Variability arising from enterprise combinations
of major interest. Whether or not the addition of an
enterprise will reduce income variability is determined by
the variance of income for each enterprise and the oorr
lation between the enterpriso returns.

The primary ent orpris 08 in the wheat-fallow area are
grain and cattle. Until recently the grain raised has boon
almost entirely wheat, but since 19S1 wheat acreage re-
atrictions tiave caused the diversion of approximately 3S%

of the cropland to the production of barley. In combining

one of the seven cattle enterprises with tho grain enter-
prise, a formula is needed for computing combined variance

and subsequently coefficient of variation. Two formulas

are available. The decision as to which formula to apply
is based upon resource availability. There might be suffi-
cient resources on hand so that a cattle enterprise could
be added wtthout reducing the quantity of resources em-
ployed in existing enterprises. On the other hand, it
might be necessary to transfer resources out of an estab-.

lished enterprise if a new enterprise is to bo added.
The first of those situations conforms more closely to

conditions existing Xn the wheat-fallow region of Oregon,



th grain enterprise i.n that it makes use of' resource
rangeland and winter labor, that would otherwise lie idle.
However, ilresourccs rust >e exaiicd on this court.
Competition could exist for catital, for ele, in
situation WLePO a farm reduces fertilizer applicatior in
order to increase the size of hi beef enterprise. Compe-

tition could also cxist for labor. Labor is required both
for grain and cattle in the spring and. possibly at other
times in the year. ?.lso, co2r1:et1tion could Cxi

land, Phile vthet cannot be grown on moat rangel

cattle can be raised on land that normally produces whea
Of these individual resources, competition is most apt to
occur for capital. 1oever, when all resources are con-
aidered together, suplementarity more accurately describes
the relationship between the grain and the cattle enter-
prises in the wheat-faLLow area. The assumption tn this

study is that the two enterorises are atippleinentary, or
that resources need not be transferred out of grain produc-
tion on the decision to adopt a cattle enterrise. Ccrtse-

quently the I owing formula is aitlicab 13, p. 512 and

8, p. 65-66)
* + 2vs8 (1)

where V Tariance of' pross 1nCOS

for the cattle enterrie is in large suDplementary to
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nothing more than the standard deviation divided
an or averao gross return f enterprise

combination. With this equation coefficient of variation
can be computed for enterprise combinations. Relative

variabiity of gross incomes can then be compared for the
grain enterprise and the grain in combination with the
various cattle enterprises.

iiiptrical Analysis cf Income Uncertainty

jncome variability

Farmers are interested in knowing the frequency and
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X existing enterprise (grain)
Y added enterprise (oattle)

correlation coefficient between enterprises
standard deviation.

Whether or not adding an enterprise will reduce absolute

variability of gross income (I.e., Vrt will be less than
V) will depend upon the variance of the added enterprise
(V7) and tho size of the correlation coefficient (r

From this equation a second formula can be drivod fox'

calculating the combined coefficient of variatiQn.

itude of ios iated with various enterprises.



Table U. Frequency Distribution of Net Income for Selected Cattle Enterprises on Wheat-Fallow
Farms in the Columbia Basin, Oregon, 19146-1956 and 1931-1956

Percentage of Years with Net Incomes o:
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to
iLl99

30
20
10
20
0

20
30

-$1000
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less
-$500

to
-1000

.$L
to

-500

$0
to
499

$500
to
999

p S

0 10 20 10 10
20 o io 10 30
20 0 10 30 20
0 20 0 20 0

30 0 10 10 20
0 10 10 10 10

10 30 0 10 10

(1931-1956)

0 4 36 40 4
8 8 28 32 12
4 12 24 32 16
0 20 24 20 2.2

20 20 28 8 12
0 20 20 24 8

16 36 8 8 12

$1500
to

1999

$2000
to

21499

2500
&

over

0 20 0
0 0 10

10 10 0
20 10 10
20 0 10
20 10 10
10 0 0

0 8 0
0 0 4
4 4 0
8 4 4
8 0 J4

8 l 4
4 0 0

Enterprises

A Cow-calf
B Cow-yearling
C Cow-long yearling
]) Cow-calf feeder
E Calf feeder
P Cow-yearling feeder
0 Yearling feeder

A Cow-calf
B Cow-yearling
C Cow-long yearling
1) Cow-calf feeder
E Calf feeder
F Cow-yearling feeder
0 Yearling feeder
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Table 11 shows the peroentac freQuency distribution of net
incomes for the seven cattle enterprises for each year of
both the ten and twenty five year period. The frequency

and size of loss in the feeder enterprises, even during the
relatively favorable cattle years since the war, would rule
out strait feeding for a great many farmers, The calf

feeder enterprise (E) shows profits of over l,000 in three
of the last ten years and losses of over l,0OO for an

equal number of years. In the yearling feeder enterprise
(a) losses of over 1 ,000 occurred In only or of the last
ten years. However, again in this chapter Just as with the
budgets, caution must be used in interpreting figures.

Remember that "net returns" include some non-cash expenses

that are not always included in a net income figure.

Table 12 shows the average returns and the standard

deviations. Incomes are higher for the post-war period but
variability of incomes are also greater. In the budgets

for the individual years, for most enterprises 108803 were
greater in the l9S2-3 and l9SS-6 seasons than they were
during any of the depression years. For the twenty five

year period cattle incomes wore highest in the years ]9L.7-
i9l.

The net income data does not lend itself to a more

thorough analysis of variability. Not incomes are not

available for the grain enterprise. Therefore, it is



Table 12. tworage Returns and Standard Deviation of Net
Incomes for Selocted Cattle Enterprises en
Wheat-Fallow Farms in the Columbia Basin,
Oregon, 1931-19% and l9L6-l956

erprise Average
Net
Return

Standard Average
Deviation Net

Return

necessary to turn to gross income figures to compare

variability of the grain onterprie with that of the
various grain and cattle combinations. It is this compari-
son that is most important in our variability analysis.
The farmer is concerned more with the year to year fluctua-

tion of his entire income than with the variability of
returns forthcoming from any given enterprise.

Gross income variability

Variability in livestock returns is largely due to
price variation as yield fluctuations can be kept to a
minimum with sound management practices. However, fluctua-

tion in income from grain is due a much to yield as to
price variability. For the forty-four year period,

Standard
Deviation
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193].-.56 1931-56 1911.6-56

A. Cow-calf 325 726 779 931i.
B. Cow-yearling 138 825 11.80 1170
C. Cow-yearling 197 820 520 1152
D. Cow-feeder 11.70 1106 1180 1397
E. Feeder 237 1239 130 1850
F. Cow-feeder L.06 1050 1178 1193
G. Feeder -.62 993 360 1100
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1911-19514., coefficient of variation for Oregon wheat price

received by farrers was approximately i6%. The average

coefficient of variation in yields for a number of
varieties of i.iheat grown and harvested at the I4oro Experi-
mont Station for the same time period was 31 (19, 9.t-5).
One can appreciate the nf1uenoo or weather throughout this

region by comparing this figure with a 21% average coeffi-
cient of variation for the yield of a number of varieties
raised at the Pondleton Station, ithore rainfall is higher
and less variable.

Table 13. Coefficient of Variation for Gross Incomes for
the Grain Enterprise and Selected Cattle Enter-
prises on Wheat-Fallow Farms in the Columbia
Basin, Oregon, 1914.6-1956 and 1931-1956

Enterprise Coefficient of Variation
1914.6-1956 1931-1956

/ Gross incomes f or wheat ir1udo 35 of ih.eat acreage
diverted to barley since 1951.

Grain ,/ U 0 57.8
A. Cow-calf 29.5 62 8
B. Cow-yearling 27 .J 57.7
C. Cow-long yearling 25.7 60.7
D. Cow-calf feeder 22.9 56 9
B. Calf feeder 22 7 56.].
P. Cow-yearling feeder 21.8 60.5
G. Cow-yearling feeder 214.8 67.1
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Government programs may have bad considerable influence

on the variability of income for wheat farmers. Table 13

compares the coefficients of variation for gross income

for both cattle and gratn in the two time periods. The

point of interest in this comparison is the relative
stability in the gross income of grain over the past ten
years, part of which can be attributed to yields, part to
prices. How aLch of this reflects the influence of govern-
ment support programs is hard to say. However, for the

entire ten year period wheat prices have never fluctuated
more than twenty-three cents from the $2.00 per bushel
price which is becoming well engrained in the thinking of
moat wheat men. The range in returns per bushel of forty-
two cents, contrasts with a range in returns per hundred-
weight of l3.20 for cattle that have averaged close to

20.O0 for the same ten year post-war period. Thus, the

range for cattle prices is more than three times that of

wheat.

Indeed, the knowledge that returns from cattle would
show greater relative variability than return from grain
might cause many faxors to shy away from a cattle enter-

prise. However, when adding one enterprise to another, the

variability of gross income for the combination will depend
on the variance of the individual enterprises and on the

correlation coefficient between enterprises. Becwiss grain
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is the larger enterprise, it has a much greater absolute
variability than cattle. For the ten year period the corre-

lation coefficient for grain arid cattle gross incomes is
practically zero. Table 114 shows that, even though cattle

Table 114. Variability of Gross Incomes for Selected Enter
prise Combinations on Wheat-Fallow Farms in the
Columbia Basin, Oregon, 1916-19S6 and 1931-1956

Enterprise
Comb mat ion

Average Gross
Returns

Starxlard Coefficient
Deviation of Variation
6-1956

Gross inoore for grain includes 35 of wheat acreage
iverted to barley since 1951.

g/ Initial cost of feeders has been subtracted.

enterprises are relatively more variable, the coefficient
of variation of gross incomes for the combination of cattle

and theat is actually smaller than for grain alone. For

the twenty-five year period, gross incomes for grain and

Grain ,/ 33,109 3,6141 11 0
Cow-calf A 3,876 1,1142 29.5
Cow-feeder F 6,552 1,1432 21.8
Feeder G f 14,700 1,166 214.8
Grain cow-calf 36,9814 33957 10 7
Grain cow-feeder 39,662 3,935 9.9
Grain - feeder 37,809 3,8014 10 1

193

Grain 20,791 11,571. 55.
Cow-c a].f 2,3814 1, Li.97 62.
Cow-feeder 14,02 2, 1i38 60.5
Feeder 2,882 1,9314 67.1
Grain - cow-calf 23,175 ]2,62L. 514.5
Grain - cow-feeder 214,817 13,833 55.7
Grain - feeder 23,673 13,256 56.0
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cattle have a high positive correlation of .8 or greater.
Coefficient of variation for the enterprise combinatiom
is approximately the same as that for grain alone.

Certainly it would have been more desirable to have
used net income data for those comparisons, had adequate

information been available. Ilelative variance in gross
incomes for the seven cattle enterprises does not differ
greatly. Hence, it was considered sufficient to set forth
in Table 34 only those cattle enterprises selected by
linear programming in the otimum solutions.

In this chapter we have dealt with income uncertainty.
would seem that many wheat farmers are in a position

re they would be willing to accept a fair amount of risk
to achieve a higher return as Figure 9 (page 89) hypothe-.

sizes. However, high frequency of loss in feeding might

d1soour:e many farmers. This does not negate the fact
that individual operators, especially those highly skilled
in feeding, may have a very low frequency of loss when

purchasing and feeding out cattle. Unfortunately we must

deal with averages, arid averages can be misleading. A

number of difficulties prevented the comparison of net in-
come variabilities between enterprises. Nevertheless,

analysts of gross income variability gives evidence that
generally farmers need not be concerned with increasing the

relative variability of income through the addition of a



enterprise. Were the incomes fox' grain and cattle

to fluctuate more closely together than at present, or were
tanners to mako the cattle enterprise a larger portion of
their total operation, this might not hold true.



Chapter VII

UW4ILLY AND CONCLUSIONS

Surplus wheat production coupled with the ourrent

"cost-price" squeeze in agriculture is causing wheat-
fallow farmers in the Columbia Basin of Oregon to view

the future with considerable doubt and unrest. Wheat

faxiers are beginning to look for ways in which to orga-
nize and utilize more efficiently their available re-
sources. With the surplus of wheat and the rospeot of a
continued increase in the demand for beef, a beef cattle
enterprise may offer just such an opportunity.

Therefore, the primary objective of this study was to
analyze the economic alternatives of beof enterprises on
Oregon wheat-fallow farms. The hypothesis states that
over the long run these farmers will find more profit in
feeding out cattle to slaughter weight than in selling
calves or yearlings as feeders. As a corollary, informa-
tion presented on profits and fluctuations in returns for
the various enterprises and enterprise combinations wIll
aastt farmers in decisions concerning the combination of
a beef enterprise with wheat.

In order to test this hypothesis, it was necessary
to gather information on cattle operations for wheat-
fallow farms in the Columbia Basin. A survey of nearly
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fifty farris provided the basic data from which several
representative cattle enterprises were developed. These

synthesized enterprises were based on some of the most

Ooimion practices being carried on in the theat-faUow
area: selling calves as weiner's1 carrying calves through

the winter for sale in the spring as yearling feeders,
feeding out either purchased or hone raised cattle to
slaughter weight.

Once the basic resources were selected, budgets were

constructed for a period of twenty five years, from 1931
to l%6, using market prices for both inputs and outputs.
The budgeted results show that the cow-feeder enterprises,
there home raised cattle are fed out to slaughter weight,
will return more profit than calves or yearlings sold as
feeders. However, a sharp difference exists between re-

turns for home raised and purchased cattle feeding opera-
tions. Purchasing feeders and feeding them out to slaughter

weights proved to be the least profitable alternative.
This was true in large measure because cow herds were able

to make best use of a "fre" resource, rangeland; "freed
in the sense that rangeland was considered to have no
opportunity cost or alternative use. In other words, the

results indicate that farmers, in adopting a oattle enter.
prise, Should plan to make use of available rangeland.

iioh beef enterprise is selected to utilize this
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range will depend principally on two factors: the amount
of rangeland available, and the amount of capital avail-
able. Situations of severe capital limitation will O&U
for an extensive operation, either a cow-calf or a eow
yearling enterprise. However, when more than sufficient

funds are available to stock the range adequately, cow-
feeder operations will bring higher returns This is made

manifest by the linear programming findings.
Through linear programming it is poe sible to allow

one resource to be varied while others are held constant.
This proceu'e introduces a different optimum plan for
different input levels of the varied resource. Conse-

quently, when capital was varied continuously, with range-
land hold at l,0O acrea and January labor at 240 hours,
the cow-calf enterprise proved optimum for lower levels of
capital input. However, after ,3O0 of capital was spent

for variable costs, resources could be employed to greater
advantage by a cow-feeder operation. The 2,3O0 level

was the critical level at which the range became adequately
stocked. Because no more cows could be grazed, higher

profits wore forthcoming only when calves produced on

range were fed out to slaughter weight. A transition
period existed between 42,300 and 4,S0O capital input in
which some combination of the two enterprises was most

profitable.
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When rangeland was allowed to vary continuously,

capital was held oonstanb at ,OOO arid January labor at

2L.O hours. The cow-feeder enterprises showed higher re-.

turns when z'angeland was in short supply. However, with

more than l,6O acres of rengeland available, resOurce8
could be more profitably transferred to a oowcalf enter-
prise. A transition period xiated betweefl l,6S0 and

3,$O acres of rangeland for which some combination of

the cow-feeder and cow-calf enterprise was most profitable.
However, rangeland is generally the resource which

first becomes limiting for beef production on wheat-fallow
farms. This means that for wheat farmers tbe cow-feeder
operation is the more appropriate in the majority of
cases. Rangeland is in shorter supply in the wheat-tallow

region than in any other section of eaatirn Oregon, arid

the needed feed grain, barley, is grown right on the
farm. It is, therefore, particularly important that
wheat fartaers in the Columbia Basin be made aware of the
advantages of carrying over cattle arid feeding them out

to slauiter weight when rengeland is scarce.
Nevertheless, it is important to observe that for

ing profits the swte reoommendatioris will not apply

to all farmers within a given area, but will depend on
the resources available on each individual farm. Suggos..

tioris as to course of action for two farmers located side
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by s.de may be quite different, yet quite rational, even
where profit Is the primary goal of each.

Although the budgets showed low rothrns and high

frequency of loss for purchased feeder operations, buying
and feeding out cattle to slaughter wsiit is not I'UlOd
out as an alternative, As the linear programming results

indIcate, this works beat in combination with a cow feeder
operation there fixed costs (such as fencing and cattle
equlpmsrit) can be spread over a large number of cattle.
Many farmers, it they are to achieve sufficient volume in
cattle operations, must supplement their cow-feeder enter-
prise in this manner. However, emphasis must be placed on

the hii managerial requirements of feeding, and, theve-
fore, on the personal or individual nature of any recom-
mendations regarding cattle feeding. Cow-calf and co

yearling operations require a minimum of skill, cow-feeder
enterprises reciuiro considerable ability in feeding, and
purchased feeder operations require high ability in both
feeding and marketing. While low average returns over

time and frequent large losses stand as a warning signal
to many farmers, purchased feeders have a definite place
on a limited number of wheat-f allow farms.

This observation emphasizes the role that education
can play. A "short course" in beet buying, feeding, and
handling might provide the necessary inrormation end
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inspiration to raise considerably the quality of the
managerial input of many farmers. if the wheat-fallow

area is to produce a sizeable amount of alaugiter grade
beer in the future, wheat men must be educated to the
wa73 of beef cattle fattening.

Of course, some wheat farmers will have neither the
managerial ability nor the desire to teed out cattle to
slaughter weights. These farmers may be interested in

knowing whether it is more profitable to sell weaner
calves or to carry them through the winter and sell them
as yearlings in the early spring ox' as long-yearlings ott
pasture in mid-summer. While in any given year advantage

might be gained from following one or the other course of
action, there appears to be no monetary advantage in the
long run in carrying alvos through the winter. Some

armers, however, prefer to winter calves to make fuller

of hired labor.
The analysis of uncertainty and income variability

gives evidence that the addition of a beef enterprise in
any form will not greatly increase risk. The cattle

enterprise is supplementary to the wheat enterprise in
that it makes use of resources, rengeland and winter
labor that would otherwise lie idle. Gross incomes from

cattle enterprises proved more variable than those from

grain during the period l91.6-l956. For the twenty five
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year period, 193l-l96, gross income variability for
cattle and grain was much the same. In the post-war

years gross income from cattle and grain had a correlatXon
of close to zero, but for the period, 193 1-196, the gross
incomes for these two enterprises showed a high positive
correlation. Principally beemise grain is the major
enterprise, the relative variaoility of gross income for
the grain-cattle enterprise combinations in all cases was
approximately the same as that for the grain enterprise
alone. Thus, wheat farmers should flrxi that risk and un-
certainty does not constitute an obstacle to the adoption
of cattle enterprises.

There is considerable opportunity in the wheat allow

area for increased feeding operations. For the many

farmers who are now 8elling calvee and yearlings as

feeders and who have limited range greater profits can be
realized in feeding out cattle to alighter weight
Opportunity exists for skilled farmers to purchase and

fatten cattle. Whether or not the wheat-fallow area o

eastern Oregon will become an important cattle feeding

area in the future will be determined principally by the
price of cattle as determined by the demand for beef, the

beef-grain price ratio, which has the same significance
for Oregon cattle feeders as the corn-hog price ratio for

mid-western bog raisers, and the government influence on
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The Cattle Feeding Program

herd

cows are turned out on range from mId-March to the

first of April. After harvest they have access to the
stubble fields. They have access to straw and chaff dumps

during the fall and winter. Some herds re wintered on

chaff alone, but this is generally reflected in poor
weaning weights and a poor calf crop percentage. Many

operators improve the cow erd ration during calving time.
For the purpose of this study, the cows receive 20 pounds
of hay per day for a 60 day period during calving. Annually

they consume 1200 pounds of hay and a ton of chaff. Those

culled are marketed at 1,000 pounds.

Calves

Calves are dropped from January through April in the

wheat-fallow region and are weaned in October and November.

They are weaned at from 7 to 9 months at a weight of 300 to

500 pounds. The assumptions for the cow-calf enterprise
(A) are shown in Table 15.

Yearlings

Calves weaned in October and November are often

ied through the winter on hay, straw, and chaff

117
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occasionally fed with molasses and up to three pounds of
barley. Calves gain from one half a pound to a pound a day

during the winter months. Yearlings are normally sold in

March and April at from 500 to 700 pounds. The spread in

weights depends as much on the weaning weights as on the

ration ted during the winter. The assumptions for the cow-

yearling enterprise (B) are shown in Table 15.

Lor

Some farmers carry yearlings through the winter an

then turn them out on pasture before sending them to mar-

ket. They gain better than a pound a day on the spring

grass and are usually marketed ihen the grass begins to dry

up in mid-summer. In this study longyearlings (Enterprise
C) are carried through the winter on exactly the same ration
as the yearlings (as Table 15 indicates) and then turned

out to pasture for three months. They gain at the rate of
l.L. pounds per day on pasture.

Calf feeder

Calves that are ted out are placed in the feed lot
shortly after weaning and fed a ration of hay, grain, and
concentrate. It is usuafll a month before they are on full
teed. They are marketed in the spring at from 650 to 800

pounds. JXu'ing the feeding period average daily gains run



Table 15. hations and Feedinc3 Program for Selected Beet
Cattle Enterpr1ea on Wheat-Fallow Farms in
the Columbia Basin, Oregon

Daily Lbs.
Hay
Chaff
Barley
5014 2/

Annual Lbs
Hay
Chaff
Barley
3014

in oii mea

from 1.5 to 2 pounds or bettor. a33umptionS for the

calf-feeder enterprises (D and B) are shown in Table 15.

Year1inp feeders

Many operators hold their cattle until the second
winter or purchase yearling feeders in the fall, feeding

them out at weights from 800 pounds up. These heavier

Cattle Maintained
Year- Long- Calf- Yearling
ling yearling feeder feeder

3.3
2.0

119

.3 8.0 7.0

12.0 i8.o

Days fed 0 150

Daily gain Lbs. 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.5

. sold the. 1.25 575 700 765 1075

Date sold Nov. 1 Apr. 1 Jul. 1 Apr. 20 Feb.

Grade Good Good- Good- Good- Good-
medium medium choice choice

.5 1.5

2000 1360 8L0
500
300 3.860 1890

155 158

150 170 120

Rations and
Feed Program Calf

13 3
3.3
2.0

2000
500
300
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cattle can conaume a greater' quantity of feed in a day and
will show average daily gains as high as 2.75 pounds with
individual anitnals topping thit. The length of feeding
period is normally considerably shorter than for the
calves. The assumptions for the yearling feeder enter
prises (P and G) are shown in Table 15.
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¶fable 16. A Continuous Capital Solution in Linear Prograsiming Using an Eight Year Average
of Prices for Selected Beef Cattle Enterprises on Wheat-Fallow Faras in the
Co1innbia Basin, Oregon, 19146_1956 J

C _7.9388
A
P1

-7.9388
- .6751

20.
'
-1. 090
- .9025
- .01440

In coniputing the eight year avernge of prices for cattle the years 1951-52 and 1952-53 were omitted.

0
1
0
0

-11.31458
1.14310
_.31400
2.65214

8
1
0
0

Resources PO o P9
Enterprise -

l0

Plan #1
Capital 8 0 1 0 0
Rangeland E-P9 1500 0 1 0
Jan. Labor P10 2140 0 0 1

Z-C 0 0 0 0
D

Plan #2
P8 -2305.0500 -2305.05 1 -1.5367 0

7.9388 P1 196.0016 0 .1307 0
p10 il#14.ioo 0 -.0639

Z-C 1556.0175 1556.0175 0 1.0376
D

Plan #3
P8 .44528.81450 -2223.7950 1 _3.0196 0

7.14011 280.14831 .1870 0
P10+- 77.5095 0 - .1083 1

Z-C 2075.8835 519.8660 0 1.3840 0
D

Plan #
P8 -11,789.5552 -7260.7102 1 -13.16146 -93.6751

7 14Qfl 280.14831 0 .1810 0

2 .5230 -pp,,
z-c

321.2163
886.3122 810.14287

0 -.14488
.2517

14.11#42

10.14558
D

Plan #5
P8 -15,808.3732 -14081.8180 1 ..15.81i#0 -93.6751

7.9388 -P1 196.00014 0 .1307 0
2.2530 P7 597.3872 0 .14517 14.114142

Z-C 3063.2026 176.89014 0 .1180 10.14558

5.9959 7.0667 7.1096 2.2601 7.14011 2.5230
B C D E F 0
P2 P3 P5 P6 P7

114.7295 13.6089 16.71487 23.5277 16.11462 22.61438
6.11475 6.-6667 14.9213 0 5.31476 0

.5779 .5067 .6138 .3725 .5793 .21413

-5.9959 -7.0667 -7.1096 -2.2601 _7.14011 -2.5230
- .14071 - .5193 - .142145 - .0961 - .14584 - .1116

5.2026 3.3637 9.1861 23.5277 7. 22.6038
.8033 .8711 .61431 0 6988 0

.1851 .0807 .2993 .3725 .237. .2413

.3813 -.1512 -2.00142 -2.2601 -1.8535 -2.520
-.o1450 -.2182 - .0961 - .2339 -1.1162

-3.3l5 -6.5196 1.8896 23.5277 0 22.6038
1.11495 1.21466 .9203 0 1
- .0880 - .2155 .0806 .3725 0

2.5119 2.15914 1.63144 -2.2601 0 -2.5 30
-.0961 -.1116

14.14119 -13.66714 -5.6606 -11.3663 0 0

1.1495 1.21466 .9230 0 1 0
- .36147 - .8931 .33140 1.51437 0 1

1.5918 - .2373 2.14771 1.611-9 0 0

- .01714

_12.05814 -14.10141 .i8.81468 -11.3363 -114.3282 0

.8033 .8711 .61431 0 .6988 0

_l.14965 -2.1205 _.5722 1.51437 .98146 1

2.3168 .51489 3.0575 1.6119 .6307 0



Table 17. A Linear Prograning Solution Allowing Rangeland to Vary Continously for Selected Beef Cattle
Enterprises on Wheat-Fallow Farms in the Columbia Basin, Oregon, l916_l956.

Resources
P0 P0 P P9

c- 8,oi
A

5.2131
B

P2

5 .8667

C

P3

6.6437
D

Pl

7.2121
F
P6

REnterprise-
P10 P1

Plan #1
Capital *- P8 5000 1 0 11.7602 11.7295 13.6089 6.7148, l6.l462 298.5306

Rangeland P9 0 O 1 0 7.6530 6.l175 6.6667 ,.13 53176

Jan Labor P10
z-c

D

2140
O

O
0
0

1
0

.14891

-8.0153
l.0173

.5779

-5.2131
-.81480

.5067

-5.8667
-.8800

.6138

-6.61.37

-1,3509

.5793

-7.2121.
1.31487

391.--

Plan #2
6.61437 Pj 298.5306 .0597 0 .7022 .8791 .8125 1 309.6790

.6033P9 -l14'9.l600 -11469.16 -.2938 1 0 1.l975 1.8195 2.6680 0 --

P10

Z-C

56.7600

1983.314TT

-.0366

1983,311TT .3966

0 1 .O581

-3.3501

.0381

.6291k

.0086

-.le.687

0

0

-.012k

-1.3386

D

Plan #3
7.2121 - P-

-. t,
309.6790 .0619 0 0 .9122 .81128 1.0373 1 125.157281)

3.7580P9 -1655.9891k -l86.989 -.31i16 1 0 1.2690 2.1595 -.6258 0 --

PlO
ZC

60.6000
2233.14359

-.0268
250.0882 .Ii.466

0

0

1
0

.0671
-2,7618

.01198

1.3361

.0191

.2119

.0129

.8377

0
0

903.13

D ...73149

Plan
8.0153 - P6 1425.1500 .0850 0 0 1 1.2523 1.1571 1.142111 1.3721

P9 -3253.7017 -1597.7123 -.6610 1 0 1 3.14373 - 2.1887 - 5.9775 -5.1593

P 32.0721 - .0325 0 1 0 - .03142 - .0585 - .0327 -.0921

Z-C 31407.70148 fl71.2689 .6813 0 3.11076 1.7708 3.7895




